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LOCAL

Land launches
national refuge

Recycling
effort slated
for Oct. 24
' The next Make A Difference
Day is scheduled for Oct. 24.
The recycling event, which
benefits the family resource centers at both Murray and Calloway County, will be held at
the Stewart Stadium parking lot.

CUBS set
to meet
Wednesday
The Calloway United Benevolent Sevices (CUBS) will meet
Wednesday at noon at the Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Items to be discussed include
a proposed free medical clinic
for the working poor, expansion of state medical program
for children, a child care subsidy program and the proposed
recreation tax.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
A ROSE IS A ROSE: Things were coming up rosy on Tom Taylor Trail Monday afternoon
where these blooms were in full glory.

STATE

Hopkinsville
company
again recalls
ground beef
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A Hopkinsville meat processing
company that recalled one day's
production of ground beef earlier this month is recalling two
more days worth after it discovered the product may have
been contaminated with E. coli
bacteria.
Hampton Meat Processing
Co. is voluntarily recalling ground
beef sold at the plant on Aug.
17 or 19. The earlier recall affected ground beef produced and
sold on Aug. 5.
About 200 pounds of ground
beef was sold directly to local
customers who went to the Hopkinsville plant on the two later
days, according to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's Food
Safety and Inspection Service.
The department is warning that
any ground beef bought at the
plant on those days should be
returned.
Owner Ernie Hampton said
the company, which buys beef
mostly from the West, is trying
to determine the source of the
possible contamination.
The department discovered
the problem through followup
testing after the recall of the
Aug. 5 beef. Folowup testing
is conducted for 15 consecutive days after a positive result
is found, the agepcy said.
E. coli is a potentially deadly bacteria that can cause dehydration and severe stomach sickness. The bacteria have been
implicated in several recent outbreaks of food-related illnesses
across the United States.
Consumers with questions
about the recall should call the
agriculture department's Meat
and Poultry Hotline at 1-800535-4555.

WEATHER
Today...Mostly sunny and hot.
High 90 to 95. West wind 5 to
10 mph.
Tonight...Clear. Low 65 to 70
Light northwest wind.
Wednesday...Mostly sunny.
High around 90.
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wetland dependent wildlife and
we'll focus a lot of our manage
BENTON — With a 185-acre ment on migratory songbirds and
purchase from a Benton family, migratory waterfowl.- said refuge
Kentucky joined the rest of the director Rick Huffines. "We will
nation as the home of a Nation- have to have more contiguous
tracts before we put together a
al Wildlife Refuge Monday.
At a special dedication cere- management plan."
Huffines said the refuge has
mony, Burl and Judy Flatt sold
agreements
on about 1.600 acres
the site to the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, making the par- of the 18,000 acres proposed. Most
cel the first in a proposed 18,000- of the sites are in western Maracre Clarks River National Wildlife shall County.
And unlike previous projects in
refuge.
The refuge would run along an western Kentucky, the U.S. Fish
18 mile stretch of the east fork and •Wildlife plans only to purof the Clarks River in Marshall, chase from willing sellers.
"We've been received very well
Graves and McCracken counties.
so
far. I haven't run into the oppoOn hand for the ceremony were
Sam D. Hamilton, regional direc- sition that I thought I would."
tor for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife; Huffines said.
McConnell said the approach
Tom Bennett, director of the Kentucky Department of Fish and to buy from willing sellers only
Wildlife Resources; and U.S. Sen. came after learning a lesson from
Mitch McConnell, who has land- the legacy of pain caused by preed $5 million from the federal vious projects. including Land
Between the Lakes.
budget for land acquisition.
"I think that's the way it ought
The Clarks River site is a bottomland hardwood with an unchan- to be done," McConnell said. Most
neled river - one of the few sites wildlife refuges have condemnation powers, but I decided to do
remaining in the United States.
The bottomland wetland ecosys- this one differently. I thought it
was important to have the lands
tem is relatively intact.
In particular, the U.S. Fish and come from people •willing to sell.
"It creates a much healthier
Wildlife Service says the site is
particularly valuable for migrant atmosphere, the people who do
birds.
"We're going to manage it for III See Page
By DAVID RAMEY

Staff Writer

Retired justice dies at 90
WASHINGTON(AP)— Retired
Supreme Court Justice Lewis F.
Powell, who for 15 years played
a pivotal role in shaping American law as a "majority maker" on
the high court, died today at age
90.
Powell cast the controlling votes
when the court first upheld the
concept of affirmative action and
ruled that consenting adults have
no constitutional right to engage
in homosexual conduct.
Powell died of pneumonia in
his sleep at 4:30 a.m. EDT at his
home in Richmond, Va., according to a statement released by the
court.
His health had waned in recent
months. In December, he closed
the office he had kept at the
Supreme Court building since his
1987 retirement.
Powell cited concern for his

health when he retired, but in a come in some of the court's most
1990 interview he told The Asso- closely contested and controverciated Press; "My health has sial cases.
remained better than I anticipatHe considered his controlling
ed."
opinion in the landmark 1978
In that interview, Powell said, "Bakke" case, in which the court
"Let's face it, I've outlived my for the first time upheld the con
generation. Most of the friends I ..,,tept of affirmative actiuhr-a highhave held dear through my life light of his judicial career.
are dead now."
The court in that case voted 5Although he
most often 4 in ruling that would-be medical
described himself as a conserva- student Allan Bakke unlawfully
tive, Powell throughout his tenure was discriminated against because
avoided the rigid ideology that at he was white. But the decision
times isolated the court's liberal also upheld the use of some raceand conservative wings.
conscious criteria in medical school
"I try very hard to reconcile admissions policies.
views I may have to help put a
When Powell retired, his felcourt (majority) together," he once low justices praised his work and
explained.
his way of doing business.
A wealthy Virginian who reluc"All of us admire your extraortantly accepted his appointment to dinary capacity to forcefully parthe Supreme Court, Powell cast
votes that often controlled the out- III See Page 2

Court to determine jury's fate
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — To
listen to some of the arguments,
there is far more at stake before
the Supreme Court than an interpretation of the gubernatorial public financing law.
There are constitutional issues
of freedom of speech, separation
of powers and the sanctity of the
judiciary. And there are huge political ramifications.
But first, the court must decide
whether a special grand jury that
has been looking into the 1995

gubernatorial election can consider indictments and a final report
now, or whether it must wait for
the Registry of Election Finance
to pass judgment.
In briefs filed with the court prior
to today's scheduled hearing, Attorney General Ben Chandler's office
argued that the grand jury can go
on its own.
Chandler now joins Franklin
Circuit Judge William Graham and
1995 Republican gubernatorial
nominee Larry Forgy in arguing
the special grand jury should be
turned loose.

On the other side are the registry, the Teamsters union and the
Democratic Party, which argue the
law that created the public financing scheme used for the first time
in the 1995 election requires the
registry to pass judgment on
whether any violations were intentional. The registry's determination must be made before any case
can be referred to a grand jury,
they argue.
The court could rule fairly quickly. The special grand jury is sched-

Report key
to decision
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
BENTON - U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell is waiting for Independent Counsel Ken Starr's
report before making a decision about the future of the
Clinton presidency.
"I think the president's
behavior is an embarrassment,"
McConnell said during a visit
to western Kentucky to dedicate the new Clarks River
National Wildlife Refuge. "But
at this point, it is between the
independent counsel, the president and the press. At some
point, I assume Ken Starr will
send a report to the House and
at that point, we will know
what his findings are and I'll
be in a better position to answer
the question of what I think is
an appropriate penalty for an
offense that I think is obvious
already."
McConnell said Clinton's
behavior has been offensive.
"It is not acceptable for the
president of the United States,"

II See Page 2

McConnell said. "I was hopeing for more of an apology'
than we saw last week and
maybe that will happen."
McConnell said he would
not predict the outcome of the
House and Senate conference
committee next month that vill
decide the future of funding
for Land Between the Lakes
(LBL). The I70,000-acre national recreation area is currentl
managed by the Tennessee Valley Authority, but House lawmakers have indicated they want

• See Page 2

See Page 2

Clinton opts
for different
activities

Local man
sentenced
for arson

•
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Murray man convicted in
Paris, Tenn., of burning his exstep-grandmother's antiques-filled
barn in October has been sentenced to four years in prison.
Henry County Circuit Judge
Julian Guinn handed down the
sentence Aug. 12 for Jeffrey Kenneth Johnson, 27, after a jury
ended a two-day trial by finding
him guilty of first-degree' arson
and recommending a $5.000 fine.
Johnson and another man set
fire to the two-story Paris barn.
filled with more than $100,000 in
antiques. on Oct. 2.
As he fled the scene, Johnson.
the son of Edwina Bucy of Seth
Lane, wrecked a car which he
allegedly had made a verbal agreement to buy from a Calloway

.MITCH MCCONNELL

DAVID RAMEY Ledger & Times photo

LISTEN TO THE MUSIC: A group of Murray State University music students take time between classes to listen to the free concert Monday next to the campus. The concert was
given to celebrate the first day of classes at MSU.

EDGARTOWN. Mass. (API
In a presidential vacation unlike
any he has ever taken. President
Clinton pondered his problems,
lunched separately from his w ite
and didn't make a mo‘e tow aid
a golf course.
First lady Hillary Rodham Clinton took to the Water Monda‘,
sharing lunch with female friends
on a yacht in the waters near the
island of Martha's Vineyard It
the Massachusetts mainland.
The president headed in another direction. having lunch at the
rented island home of pal Vernon
Jordan.
According to White House press
secretary Mike McCurry, the president and his wife haw Ter,' a
lot of time talking and walking at
their borrowed retreat. tar from
the public eye.

11 See Page 2
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Louisville officers find III Clinton ...•Refuge ...
From Page 1
boys suspected in theft From Page 1
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Jefferson County authorities
have found two juveniles who
allegedly stole a truck from a Calloway County field where they
were working for the local Agape
House and fled to Louisville.
The two 16-year-old boys were
Monday afternoon in
found
Louisville. which is one of the
boy's hometown, according to Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott.
The other boy is from Lexington.
The boys. who are wards of
the state, remained in Louisville
Tuesday morning, Scott said.
They were working in a tobacco field on Lauring Road about 3
p.m. Saturday when they allegedly took a nearby Ford F-150, valued at $15,000, which belonged
to Martha Riddle of Crossland
Road, Scott said.
They also are suspected of taking $35 from the wallet of another worker before leaving, he said.
The truck was slightly damaged

when it was recovered Sunday afternoon after it was left at one boy's
grandfather's home in Louisville.
Scott said.
In other matters, a former Discount Tobacco City employee
charged with stealing money from
the store has been released from
the Calloway County Detention
Center after meeting a $5,000 bond
soon after he was arrested.
James M. Smothers, 23, of South
Sixth Street, was released Friday
afternoon just hours after he was
jailed on a charge of theft by
unlawful taking more than $300.
Murray Police Department investigators charged him after a hidden camera set up in the South
12th Street business taped eight
instances in which Smothers
allegedly put money into his pockets, a police press release said.
The store later found $500 in cash
missing. the press release said.
Smothers reportedly was arrested Friday morning at a North 10th
Street residence.

Court ...
L'eLcter &Times •
From Page 1
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uled to meet on Sept. 4 and the
registry has hearings scheduled to
begin Sept. 23. A tie vote of the
Justices would uphold Graham's ruling, that the grand jury can proceed on its own.
Julius Rather is representing Graham because technically the judge
is being asked to halt the grand
jury's work because he appointed
it. Rather said the law that places
the registry into what are really
judicial proceedings is unconstitutional.
"Here we have an unholy union
of the executive and judicial branches of government, not as partners.
but with the judicial being subservient to the executive," Rather
said.
The union, party and the registry argue the law requires the
registry to consider the allegations
first. Additionally, the Democratic
Party has alleged the entire investigation and restrictions on campaign spending raise questions
about infringing on rights of free
speech.

4-3-4

Call the circulabon dept. between
500-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
4:30-5 p.m. Saturday at 7534916.
Murray Ledger & Trm (LISPS 306•700,

• Report ...
From Page 1
to end non-power funding for TVA.
"The House is very rigid about
this, but I'm not going to predict
what is going to happen,"
McConnell said. "There is going
to be a federal subsidy to continue LBL as it is. That's going
to happen. I don't know if it is
going to be through TVA or through
the Forest Service. But the important thing is, there is going to be
federal responsibilities carried out
at LBL."

Pick 3:
Pick 4:
1-4-1-9
Cash 5:
1-7-17-31-32

decide to participate are proud to
be a part of it. The whole atmosphere around this project is tremendous, compared to TVA. Most of
the landowners will choose to participate and those who don't will
have a nice neighbor as a wildlife
refuge."
The site was first identified for
protection in 1978 by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service's Bottomland Hardwood Preservation
program.
In 1991, the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
asked the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service to consider the site.
The project joins over 92 million acres of land and water
throughout the country at over 500
refuges. Visitors will be able to

• Arson

• ••

From Page 1
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WHEN SUMMER ENDS...
YMCA GOODTIMESIS AFTER SCHOOL CHILD
CARE AT THE THREE CALLOWAY COUNTY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.
YMCA CLUB TEENIS A FUN PLACE FOR YOUTH TO
GO AFTER SCHOOL
7 5 9 - 96 2 2
5
9
2
4
75 3

County couple.
Johnson later went to Georgetown, Texas, where he was arrested after allegedly having a run-in
with the law. A computer check
showed he was wanted in Tennessee, and he later waived extradition and was returned to face
the arson charge.
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"Kentucky was the only state
in America that didn't have a federal wildlife refuge, and clearly
we were not getting a fair return
on our federal tax dollars,"
McConnell said. "Kentucky Fish
and Wildlife worked hard on find-

ticipate in our private and public
debates without ever allowing advocacy to degenerate into contentiousness," they said in a letter to Powell.
In a 1987 article in the Harvard Law Review, Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor said of Powell, "I
have known no one in my lifetime who is kinder or more courteous than he ... he graced the
lives of all who had the privilege
of his company and counsel."
J. Harvie Wilkinson III, a former Powell law clerk and now a
federal appellate judge, said of Powell: "For those who seek a perspective grounded in realism and
leavened by decency, conscientious
in detail and magnanimous in spirit, solicitous of personal dignity
and protective of the public trust,
there will never be a better justice."
Appointed by President Richard
M. Nixon in 1971, Powell spoke
for the court in a case dating back
to Nixon's White House days. By
a 5-4 vote, the court ruled that
presidents enjoy "absolute immunity" from being sued for monetary damages if their misconduct
in office was within their official
duties.
Powell also spoke for the court
when in 1982 it ruled for the first
time on the rights of retarded people in state institutions. Such people have a right to be safe and
free from bodily restraints, Powell said.
He provided the pivotal vote
when in 1985 the court ruled in
a Georgia case that consenting
adults have no constitutional right
to private homosexual conduct
After his retirement, he said he
"probably made a mistake" by voting that way.
Powell's retirement on June 26,
1987, set off a bitter political battle between President Reagan and
the Senate over who was to replace
him. Reagan's first choice, Robert
H. Bork, had his nomination defeated.
'WI
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EXMADED HOURS:
Thurs., Fri., Sat. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday 12p.m.-5 p.m.

Hurry In For A Great Deal And Have Big Fun On
A New Bicycle From SPOKE & PEDAL.
GT All T-rra • CT Dyne BMX 6.Freestyle • CT Cruisers 6- Hybrids
We Will Be Closed Aug. 26 In Preparation For Sale!
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ing the right site and I was able
to secure the funding. I'm pleased
to be a part of this, not only for
what it does today, but for future
generations."
The site is expected to have a
five-person staff with a budget of
$160,000. Over 40,000 visitors a
year are expected.
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County residents 'good'
after weekend wreck
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two county residents remained
in good condition Tuesday morning with broken bones they suffered in a one-car accident Saturday afternoon.

Scott Conklin, Violin
Cleveland Institute of Music, University of Michigan
and

Robert Auler, Piano

curim W!ell
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SAVE ON EVERYTHING IN STORE!
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The president's second choice, told him it was his duty to serve.
Powell said at the time, "I go
Douglas H. Ginsburg, had his nomination withdrawn after reports of onto the court with deep personhis using marijuana while a law al misgivings about whether I will
school professor at Harvard.
like it. I rather suppose I won't."
Anthony M. Kennedy was
Years later, when asked whether
installed as Powell's successor Feb. he enjoyed being a judge more
18, 1988 — after the Supreme Court than a lawyer, Powell said, "I am
limped through part of its 1987- primarily a lawyer. I would rather
88 term with eight members.
play the game than be the umpire.
Powell took senior status rather I had no ambition to be a judge."
than resign as a judge when he
Nixon wrote Powell a "Dear
left the Supreme Court. He sub- Lewis" letter when the justice
sequently participated as a visit- retired, recounting his nominating
ing judge for the 4th U.S. Circuit comment that "10 years of Lewis
Court of Appeals, based in Rich- Powell on the court was worth 20
mond,and in Florida for the Atlanta- years of anyone else."
based 11th U.S. Circuit Court of
"Your superb service has eloAppeals.
Before joining the high court, quently demonstrated that I was
Powell practiced law in Richmond, right,- Nixon told Powell.
Powell breezed through his conwhere he had grown up. His 34year career as a prominent attor- firmation hearings and the Senate
ney there was interrupted by World vote was 89-1. Sen. Fred Harris,
D-Okla., cast the dissenting vote,
War II.
In Richmond, Powell served as saying Powell was "an elitist" who
president of the city's school board had "never shown any deep feeland as a member of the Virginia ings for little people."
Board of Education. In those posiPowell was criticized through the
tions, he helped smooth the way
for refusing to resign from
1970s
for the racial desegregation of puborganizations, the
white-only
two
lic schools in compliance with fedCommonwealth Club and the Couneral court rulings.
try Club of Virginia. He quietly
He opposed the "massive resistwithdrew his membership in both
ance" plan advocated by Virginia
in 1980.
clubs
political leaders, and was credited
with helping keep the state's pubPowell was born in Suffolk,
lic schools open as racial integration Va., but lived most of his life in
began.
Richmond. He received a bacheThe soft-spoken Powell was no lor's degree from Washington and
stranger to the national legal com- Lee University in Lexington, Va.,
munity when picked to replace the before leading his law school class
retired Hugo Black. Powell had at the same university.
served as president of the AmerHe later earned a master of
ican Bar Association in 1964-65 and laws degree from Harvard Uniof the American College of Trial versity.
Lawyers in 1969.
During World War II, Powell
Powell was the wealthiest mem- served as a member of a superber of the court during his tenure. secret Allied Unit in Bletchley,
He and his wife, Josephine, list- England, engaged in cracking Gered 1985 assets valued between man war codes. The existence of
$3.2 million and $6.5 million.
the unit was not made public until
Powell was 64 when Nixon 1974.
nominated him, and he initially
His wife, Josephine, died in
told then-Attorney General John 1996. The couple had three daughMitchell that he was too old to ters and a son. Funeral arrangestart a judicial career. But Powell ments were not immediately
relented after Nixon called and announced.
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"They were spending time
together as a family and they preferred to be in private rather than
in public," McCurry said.
"Everyone can easily imagine
what it's like," McCurry said when
asked to describe the atmosphere
one week after Clinton confessed
to an "inappropriate" relationship
with former White House intern
Monica Lewinsky.
The couple's 18-year-old daughter, Chelsea, is with her parents
and has been spotted around the
island with friends, checking out
the hip shops of Oak Bluffs and
touring the local agricultural fair.
Back in Washington, White
House chief of staff Erskine Bowles
told aides to quit griping about
the president's political fortunes.
"Enough whining. Get back to
work," he was quoted as saying
in a senior staff meeting.
Amid some calls for the president to amplify his confession to
the relationship with Ms. Lewinsky, two close Clinton advisers
said another designated public
address on the matter is "not on
the table." But aides did not rule
out that Clinton might address the
issue in some other format.
Along Main Street in Edgartown,
only a a handful of stores displayed signs welcoming the first
family. There were easily as many
T-shirts and other merchandise honoring Buddy, the president's chocolate Labrador retriever, as there
were for the president himself.
Most references to Clinton's
troubles and to the investigation
of his private life by Independent
Counsel Kenneth Starr were indirect.
"Bill, you are our biggest Starr,"
a sign in one store window read.
A T-shirt, on sale for $18, was
emblazoned with: "Vineyard Getaway — Promising the Sun, the
Moon, and no Starrs."

A Closer Look

Information about the larks River National Wildlife Refuge in
western Kentucky:
ESTABLISHED: July 1997
LOCATION: An 18-mile stretch of the east fork of the Clarks
River, between Paducah and Benton in Marshall. McCracken and
Graves counties
PROPOSED SIZE: 18,000 acres
PURPOSE: To protect the river area's hardwood habitat and its
estimated 260 species of migratory waterfowl and songbirds: to provide recreational opportunities such as hunting, fishing, and observing and photographing wildlife
UNIQUE FEATURE: The first national wildlife refuge located
entirely within Kentucky

Northwestern University, University of Michigan
present

A Recital
The Performing Arts Hall
4
Murray State University
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
Thursday, August 27, 1998 • 8:00 p.m.
Concert will feature works by Mozart, Mendelssohn, Bach, and Franck.
Admission of $5.00 will be charged to help defray expenses.

L

The driver, Melvie C. Garland,
68, of a Kentucky 94 East address,
was admitted to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital for treatment of a broken pelvis and possible head injury, according to a
hospital spokesman.
Marshall Padgett. 38. of the same
address, suffered a broken right
upper arm when Garland's eastbound truck dropped off Kentucky
94 about seven miles east of Murray, hit a culvert and wound up
in a ditch, a Calloway County
Sheriff's Department report said.
A third passenger, Lincoln C.
Rowe, 11, of the same address,
was released Sunday after being
admitted for observation for a head
injury, the hospital spokesman said.
In another weekend accident,
Yunmi Lee, 25, of Union, N.J.,
has been released from the hospital after being treated for minor
arm injuries she received in a twocar accident Sunday.
A witness told Murray police that
a car driven by Christina A. Sames,
17, of Payne Street, tried to turn
left onto Main Street and pulled
into the path of Lee's eastbound
car, causing the accident, according to a police report.
Sames said she looked both
ways before pulling out onto the
street, the report said.
Sames and a passenger, Emily
Porterfield, 17, had head injuries
and were taken by the MCCH
Ambulance Service to the hospital, but left before they were treated, the report said.
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Wall collapses at school

FLUSHING TOWNSHIP, Mich. (AP)- A 30-foot cinder block
wall collapsed during the construction of a high school auditorium, killing four workers and injuring two others.
One of the construction workers was in critical condition early
today following surgery for three leg fractures, a skull fracture
and a broken jaw. Another was in fair condition this morning with
a broken leg.
Authorities were investigating why the wall at Flushing High
School suddenly collapsed Monday afternoon, pinning workers beneath
the bricks.

Reports: Bin Laden ordered killing
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NEW YORK (AP)- Saudi millionaire Osama bin Laden, the
alleged plotter of the U.S embassy bombings in Africa, directed
his followers at least twice to kill President Clinton, but neither
attempt was ever made, according to published reports today.
The first assassination attempt was to take place when Clinton
visited the Philippines to begin a trip to Asia on Nov. 12, 1994,
but it was abandoned because of heavy security. Newsday reported today, citing counterterrorism and intelligence sources.
Ramzi Yousef, later convicted in the 1993 World Trade Center
bombing, was to have been the hit man, the New York Post
reported.
A second attempt was planned for Pakistan in February, when
Clinton had scheduled - but later canceled - a visit.

Rat-bitten baby's parents plead guilty

PRINCETON, W.Va. (AP)- A couple whose infant son's face
was chewed by rats pleaded guilty Monday to child neglect.
Prosecutor Charles Smith recommended probation for Frank and
Liz Taylor, who are scheduled for sentencing Oct. 23.
The Taylors' 6-week-old son, Timothy, was attacked by rats on
April 4 while he slept in the family's run-down mobile home,
which was described by police as uninhabitable, with no electricity or running water.
The baby underwent reconstructive surgery and was placed in
foster care along with the Taylors' 2-year-old son and 4-year-old
daughter.
The charges carried up to 10 years in prison.
Water and sewage disposal since have been added to the mobile
home. Taylor, 63, and his 32-year-old wife plan to seek custody
of the children.

25 strangers help rescue man
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JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)- When a minivan ran off Interstate 95 and landed upside-down in a watery ditch, about 25
strangers rushed to the aid of the driver, punched through one of
the windows and rolled the vehicle upright again.
The driver, Karimbhai N. Maredia, 51, of Jacksonville was listed in critical condition Monday.
"So many people were pulling over so fast, we just got out
where we could," said Ron White, one of the first to reach Maredia's van Sunday.
White and several other men waded into thigh-deep water to
find the driver submerged.
Members of the crowd screamed, "Let's roll it! The man's
drowning!" They managed to get the van upright on the third try.
White's wife and a fellow nurse administered cardiopulmonary
resuscitation on Maredia, who was eventually freed by paramedics.

AROUND THE WORLD
Woman claims to be Lennon's sister

LONDON (AP)- A 53-year-old English woman claims she is
John Lennon's half-sister.
Birth and adoption certificates of Ingrid Pedersen, which were
printed in the Sun newspaper Monday, appear to show she was
born Victoria Elizabeth Lennon in Liverpool to the late Julia
Lennon, the mother of the late Beatles star.
Lennon's father left his mother when the boy was 3 years old.
Ms. Pedersen was reportedly the result of Julia Lennon's brief
affair with a soldier, and was given up for adoption because her
mother was unable to cope with the baby.
On Tuesday, the Sun quoted Lennon's cousin Stan Parkes as
saying: "John didn't know of his sister's existence until 1964 and
he did everything in his power to find her.
-He wanted to make her part of the family and look after her,"
the Sun quoted him as saying.

Tainted liquor kills 45 in India

NEW DELHI, India (AP) - Tainted liquor served at a party
killed 45 people, blinded 25 others and sent at least 100 villagers
to a hospital in southern India, domestic news agencies reported
Monday.
The locally brewed liquor was purchased from a shop in Paruveedhi, a village in Tamil Nadu state, and served to a large gathering Saturday night, Press Trust of India quoted police as saying.
The drink was believed to be laced with methyl alcohol to
make it more potent. it quoted police official Shakeel Akhtar as
saying.

Ritz Hotel director meets Diana judge

PARIS (AP)- The head of the Ritz Hotel was questioned by
a French judge today about the night that Princess Diana was
killed.
It was the first time Judge Herve Stephan had questioned Frank
Klein. whose testimony had been widely anticipated.
Klein met with Stephan for two hours behind closed doors at
the Palais de Justice in central Paris, then left without any comment to reporters.
Another Ritz official, Claude Roulet, was to be questioned later
in the day.
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Harley A. Roberson
Harley A Roberson. K2. South 12th Street, Murray, died today.
Aug. 25. 1998. at 5:55 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Otis D. Joyce
Otis D. Joyce, 86, Old Dover Road. Cadiz, died Monday. Aug.
24, 1998, at 5:30 a.m. at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
He retired as metallurgist after 22 years of service with SKW
at Calvert City., and was also a farmer. He was an active member of Cadiz United Methodist Church, a 60-year member of
Woodmen of the World, 60-year member of Cadiz Lodge #12I of
Free and Accepted Masons, past president of Cadiz Shrine Club,
and member of Madisonville Shrine, Royal Arch, Scottish Rite,
White Shrine, Ophelia Chapter No. 55 Order of the Eastern Star,
and District 17 Booster Club. He was also a Kentucky Colonel.
Born Jan. 26. 1912, in Golden Pond, he was the son of the
late Carrie W. Joyce and Rebecca Anne Lowery Joyce. Also preceding him in death were a son-in-law, Edward E. Burkeen, formerly of,Calloway County, and two sisters. Hazel Litchfield and
Letha Tubbs.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Elsie Bloodworth Joyce; one
daughter, Mrs. Ben Helen Burkeen, Cadiz; three grandchildren,
Ben Hale Burkeen and wife, Kim, Cadiz, Anne Kay Scyphers and
husband, Louis R., Louisville, and Matthew Lane Burkeen and
wife, Lisa, Murray; two great-grandchildren, Kandice Hale Burkeen and Jack Steven Scyphers: one sister, Mrs. Joe H. Blood-

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Grand Ole Opry comedian Jerry
Clower, who regalcd audiences for
more than 25 years with stories
about rural Southern culture and
the Ledbetter family, died Monday. He was 71.
Clower died of cardiorespiratory arrest at Baptist Medical Center in Jackson, Miss., five days
after he underwent six heart bypasses, his manager, Tandy Rice, said.
The comedian, whose stories
often involved church revivals,

:ountry fairs, cotton farming or
crappie fishing, canceled his first
show in 32 years Aug. 4 after
complaining of exhaustion before
a performance at the Georgia Mountain Fair in Hiawassee, Ga.
Most of Clower's stories really happened, but he had a flair
for embellishment. "I don't tell
funny stories. I tell stories funny,"
he often said.
Many of his stories involved
the fictional Ledbetter clan. In one
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MARINA DEL REY, Calif.(AP)
-She lost her hair, apparently from
cancer treatment. She is believed
to have lived out of her van and
used a Beverly Hills post office
box. She has had previous runins with the law, mostly over traffic mishaps.
Little else is known about
Kathryn Schoonover, who is suspected of trying to mail cynanide
packets that looked like free samples of nutritional supplements.
Was she trying to prove something? How and why did she select
the alleged targets, mostly police
and medical professionals? Are any
previous poisoned mailings out
there?
Late Monday,authorities still had
no motive for the alleged attempted murders by mail. said Detective John Vernon of the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department.
Ms. Schoonover, 50, was to be
arraigned this afternoon.
Deputy Bob Killeen said Ms.
Schoonover denied mailing any
cyanide-laden letters.
U.S. postal officials have sent
warnings to the service's employees across the country. "We're not
taking any chances,- said Postal
Service Inspector George Marsh.
Schoonover was arrested Sunday outside the Marina del Rey
post office by deputies who, also
seized a box containing more than
100 letter-sized envelopes with cellophane windows. The woman had
been pouring sodium cyanide power
into small plastic bags. which were
attached to brochures for nutritional and dietary supplements.
"She was spooning the cyanide
into plastic bags at a table in the
lobby," said local Postmaster Pat
McCloskey, who was summoned

by authorities after Schoonover's
arrest. "I actually saw three containers that said 'cyanide' on them."
U.S. Post Offices were told to
look for envelopes matching the
description of those seized. They
are off-gray in color and bear no
return address. Postal inspectors
say anyone who gets such an envelope should leave it alone and
contact the local post office.
There have been no known
deaths recently from cyanide mailings.
Cyanide powder swallowed in
tiny amounts can kill a person
within minutes by causing asphyxiation.
Investigators said they were certain no deadly letters made it into
the mail at Marina del Rey on
Sunday. But four people in upstate
New York received similar letters
in the past few months. Killeen said.
Kriste Graves, an Albany. N.Y.,
housewife, said she received a
strange-looking pamphlet in the
mail about three months ago with
no return address. It was stapled
to a clear, plastic pouch.
"I thought it was like a nutri-

HOG MARKET
Federal State 51arket News Sersice August 25.
1998 Kentuck, Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act, 2.30 Est. 150 Barrows & Gilts S1.00 Lower
Sows Steady to S1.00 Lower
US 1-3 230-260 lbs.
$31.00 - 3230
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
527.00. 30.00
US 34260.280 lbs.
530.50. 32.00
US 1:2 200-215 lbs
$21.00- 24.00
Sows
$14.00. 15.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$15 00. 17.00
US 1-3 300450 lbs.
US 1-3 450-52.5 lbs.
$18.00 - 21.00
$21.00 - 25.00
S 1-3 525 & up Itis
US 2-3 300-500 Ih.
$I 00- 16.00
Boars $10.50- 11.00

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily 8c Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.=
•

753-4461
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Louis Milton Green
Louis Milton Green, 63, Village Road, Benton, died Monday,
Aug. 24, 1998. at 6:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was employed by the Kentucky Highway Department, and
was a member of Walnut Grove Church of Christ. His parents
were the late Dan and Pauline Green. Also preceding him in death
were two sisters and two brothers.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Marlene Thompson Green, one
daughter, Mrs. Ramonia (Monie) Lester, Benton; one brother. Dan
Thomas Green, Gilbertsville; two grandchildren: several nieces and
nephews.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at Hiett Cemetery. Kevin Williams will officiate.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home. Benton. after 5 p.m.
today (Tuesday).

story, Odell Ledbetter proved he
wasn't dumb by working a jigsaw puzzle in two weeks - even
though the box said "4 to 7 years."
Clower recorded his first album
in 1970 and his 26th, "Peaches
and Possums," was released in
1998.
The Liberty, Miss., resident performed regularly on the Grand Ole
Opry beginning in 1973 and often
played 200 dates a year, mostly
in small towns.
He was co-host of the "Coun-

try Crossroads" cable TV show
on the ACTS channel and co-host
of the "Nashville on the Road"
syndicated TV program with singer
Jim Ed Brown for six years.
A hulking 275-pounder who
wore stunning red or yellow suits
and pronounced his first name
JAY'ree, Clower also wrote four
books.
He is survived by his wife of
51 years, Homerline Wells, four
children and several grandchildren.

Police ponder poision mail motives

_
TERMS

worth and husband. Joe H., Stratford. Okla.. two sisters-in-law,
Mrs. Mary B. Davis. Cadiz. and Mrs. Katherine Bloodworth. Toledo, Ohio; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will he Friday at I p.m in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Wayne Garvey, the Rev.
Harry Lewis, the Rev. William B. Miller and the Rev. Elijah
Balentine will officiate. Music will he by Pam Witty and Mae
Perdue.
Pallbearers will be Charles Litchfield, Dorris Litchfield, Wallace Litchfield, Glen Dale Litchfield. Kenneth Tubbs and John Leneave.
Burial will follow in Hematite Cemetery in Trigg County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 3 p.m. Thursday.
Masonic rites will be at 7 p.m. tonight at the funeral home.

Country comic Jerry Clower dies
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tional thing, an all-natural food
substance that somebody was sending me as a free sample," Graves
said Monday. "But I remember it
was odd-looking," so she threw it
away.

She said she got a call Monday from California saying she
and her husband. John, a postman
in the Albany area, were on the
cyanide mail list. But she didn't
recognize Schoonover's name.

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. AI.g .
• Air Products
. AT&T
, Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb
Caterpillar
Chrysler
Dean Foods
• Exxon
Ford Motor
General Electric
General Motors
• Goodnch
Goodyear
HopFed Bank*
IBM
Ingersoll Rand
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57:+'
68°.+'-.
40'.+'.
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48'. -',.
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49.+`.
70'.
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90".
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35 42:A
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Kroger..........52 i +':
165.
LG&E
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Lucent Tech
Mattel
+.,
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46'. +
Mercantile Bank
Merck
I 12' +
Microsoft
58.+
J.C. Penney
Quaker Oats
102'.+ 1 -.
Schenng-Plough
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Texaco
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Time Warner
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Union Planters
27%,+'.
UST
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Wal-Mart

*Hilliard Lyons is a market rnakef in this stock
NC no change in price
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Court Square
• Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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Our Best Investment Is You.
J.I.B. F6II,ad, W.I. Lyons, Inc • kiernber NYSF and SIPC

David R. King

Your Home Is Your
Biggest Investment.
Doesn't It Deserve
Grange Insurance?

For most people, buying a home is the single biggest
investment they will ever make, and insuring it just makes
good financial sense. But even more important than your
insurance policy is the service you get from your agent. So •
when you're looking for the coverage you need to protect your
investment, give me a call. I'll put my years of experience
and my commitment to personal service to work tor
you. After all, your home is your
biggest investment. Doesn't it
deserve the best coverage you
INSURANCE
can get?
1Pur partner in protection

Orairme

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355
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The first reading class

FROM OUR READERS
Alexander inconsistent
Dear Editor.
In his recent luncheon address to the university employees, President Kern Alexander noted that
US News and World Report has again ranked
MSU in the top 10 percent. of regional universities which he attributed to MSU's "exceedingly
strong faculty,"
But his vision of our university's future did
not reflect his initial observation. I will point out
only a few of what I believe were inconsistencies
in his speech.
I. The governor and the Council on Higher
Education are concerned about MSU's low level
of classroom utilization. Yet Alexander's plan for
the future is to acquire more floor space including four satellite campuses.
Advances in Internet and distance-learning technology (being pioneered by MSU as a "Center of
Excellence") are making buildings obsolete, yet
Alexander wants to considerably increase MSU's
physical plant off the main campus.
2. The governor and the Council on Higher
Education have also expressed concern about MSU's
low student-to-faculty ratio and about the need to
achieve greater economics of scale.
Smaller classes make the best learning environment, but that benefit must be balanced against
the cost-per-student.
Class sizes at satellite campuses are small compared to similar classes taught at MSU-Murray,
and the cost-per-student is further increased because
the university has to pay travel costs for professors who often receive additional pay to teach
such classes as "over loads."
Meanwhile, the numbers of students per class
in core (gen-ed) courses on the main campus is
too high.
3. In his talk, Alexander called attention to the
dangers of deferred maintenance, a chronic problem at MSU, only to inform the faculty that as
much as 25 percent of their promised salary
increase will come from the operations and maintenance funds diverted from the "much needed"
Regional Special Events Center.
Does Alexander intend to draw additional funds
for salaries (a reoccurring expense) from the RSEC
O&M budget every year?
4. Alexander claims that the only way to get
faculty salaries to benchmark levels is to keep the
university's health care contribution at $3.67 million dollars (compared to a projected cost of $4.51
under the current plan).
Yet the president's own figures showed that if
the current health care benefits are factored in,
faculty salaries are very close to bench-mark (something the faculty understands since it has historically traded lower salaries for better health care).
The cost of bringing salaries to benchmark
under the president's proposed reform will cost
far more than the $840,000 that such a "reform"
will save.
In effect, the president's plan will link future
raises not to the 2 percent general cost-to-living
increase as before, but to the much higher inflation rate of health care costs - about 7 percent

per year.
To maintain (never mind increase; real tacultv
wages. it will cost the universik tar more under
the proposed reform. Cleark the administration
has no intention of doing so.
In short. 1 believe Alexander's ision for MSU
is deeply flawed. and 1 label his goals contradictory and irreconcilable.
To correct these short-comings, and to build a
better university. Alexander needs to consult with
the faculty and make use of its expertise.
William Schell Jr.
Associate professor of history
MurraN State University
Murray. KY 42071

Clinton not responsible
Dear Editor:
People keep saying Bill Clinton is doing a
good job. But a good job of what? Dismantling
the Constitution?
I guess they mean the economy is good. at
least for them.
Clinton deserves about as much credit for a
good economy as blame for had weather: both
are essentially beyong his control - unless he has
even more diabolical powers than he has revealed
so far.
Anyway, is America nothing more or other than
its economy? I'd rather be poor and free than a
rich slave in a police state such as the one Clinton is constructing.
Once being an American invoked commitment
to eternal truths and undying principals. But now
everything is about work. business and how to
live a long time.
David H. Hawley
719 Poplar #B
Murray. KY 42071

Area pleases resident
Dear Editor:
As Mr. Rogers would say, "It's a beautiful day
in the neighborhood.- Yes, folks. there really is
an ideal neighborhood, and I'm right here in it.
On one side. one gentleman mov..s my yard
and checks on our cat. Noel. if se have to be
gone. Another neighbor says that my husband is
doing a great job on the yard and that we have
nice shade trees.
Still another property owner lets my husband
prune away on trees on his lot because they are
there. Then, there is Coach Eddie Fields. He just
waltzes up and trims our hedges as if it were
nothing.
What a great job he does on it and all because
he's our neighbor. Thanks. Eddie. If you see him,
give that fellow a big smile because he'll be smiling at you. Kudos to all the neighbors in my
neighborhood.
Henry' and Mary. Richardson
1(0(1 Doran Road
Murray. KY 42071

Court cases scheduled
Oral arguments for the fall session of the Kentucky Supreme Court
1997 Supreme Court Report ;
begin Aug. 26, as the court resumes
after a summer recess.
The Supreme Court is the court
of last resort and the final interpreter of Kentucky law. It is both
an "error-correcting court" and a
"law development court," the only
one in the Commonwealth.
The first case to be heard by
the justices and court staff. Com- Atmos Energy Corp.; Johnson. et the Employment of a Chief of
monwealth v. Day. involves "Traf- al v. Bowling Green Municipali- Police," from Hart Circuit Court;
ficking in Cocaine - Instructions ties, et al; Scotty's Contracting & and Kelly, et al v. Thompson. Jr.,
on Entrapment and Lesser Includ- Stone v. Atmos Energy Corpora- et al. involving -Landowners Right
ed Offenses," from Pulaski Cir- tion et al; and GRW Engineers. of Redemption - Applicability of
cuit Court.
'Inc., v. Atmos Energy Corporation (Kentucky Law t To Property Held
by the Commonwealth in 1980,"
This will be followed by Gen- Et al.
from
Pike Cirk..uit Court.
eral Motors Corporation v. Book
"Damage
involve
These cases
Also, there is a possibility that
Chevrolet, Inc.. a case involving Resulting From a Natural Gas
"Jurisdictions Over Claims Under Explosion and Fires - Distribution during August or September. the
the Kentucky Motor Vehicle Sales of Peremptory Challenges - Rever- court may; have a hearing conAct," from Ohio Circuit Court.
sal of the Award of Punitive Dam- cerning the 1995 gubernatorial elecThe third case of the day to ages - Sufficiency' of the Evidence tion which is now being investigated by a Franklin County grand
be heard will be Bowling v. Com- from Warren Circuit Court.
monwealth, involving the "Denial
On the third hearing day. Aug. jur
After hearing oral arguments as
of...(a) Motions, to Vacate Death 28. the Justices and Court Staff
Sentences." from Fayette Circuit will again hear three cases: Turn- a bi)dy. the insti,es \kill discuss
a
ign
the cases in conference h mastso
Court.
AssociBar
Kentucky'
v.
al
et
er,
opinion
the
the
of
writing
and
27,
justices
the
On Aug.
court staff will hear oral argu- ation, an appeal dealing with member of I lie maioritv.
Last Limo yvai iI997). the court
ments on Pan-American v. Life "Whether Non-Lawyers May; Serve
SpeCompensation
Workers'
as
1.222 matters and pubconsidered
a
Roethke.
v.
al
et
Insurance Co.,
case involving "Application of cialists For and Represent Parties lished 170 ‘Ic( isoms. an increase
(Kentucky Laws) To Persons Solic- Before the Kentucky Department of 4(1 from ilk preceding session.
For a rep. ;it ;;1 the Kentucky,
iting Applications for Insurance of Worker's Claims."Turner v. KBA is an appeal Supreme C,tun s ,i,nons during
Policies." from Jefferson Circuit
Court: and Cavender v. Judge of a bar association ethics ()pin- last year. send a stamped selfMiller, Commonwealth, an "Appeal ion which held that non lawyers addressed C11\ ci pc 1(1 Court. P.O.
from Denials of Petition for Writ could not practice law as work- 1311x 993, PAU. iii, KY 42001.
Not less thin 11 WC Lases will
of Prohibition and/or Mandamus ers' compensation specialists. City
Access to Police Officer's Hand- of Munfordville. et al v. Shelton he presentvd ;; ,r oral agree merits
v
written Notes," an original action. and Sheldon v. City of Mun- eav h month (home
t l.teostre.
The third case to be heard Aug. fi)rdville, et al.. regarding "Police Future
kleniukrt ‘
the topk.- s and
27 involves multiple cases: Bowl- Officer's Bill of Right - Mayor's t.a'.t.'s. the ram
;
low
ing Green Municipal Utilities v. Authority to Terminate 'At Will' the L

Justice J. William Graves

;
i

I could hardly wait to learn 1‘;
read. So the day Sister Aloysius
lugged a huge. colorful book into
my first grade classroom, I was
ready.
Before we could get started,
we had to help the tiny nun perch
the giant-sized version of our primer
on a wobbly easel at the front of
the class.
"Children," Sister announced,
"I want you to meet some very
important people." She thwacked
the black rubber top of her pointer once on Ann and once on David,
the two saintly stars of our first
reading book.
Pale blond hair, unblinking blue
eyes, and skin as white as the
alter cloth at 6:30 a.m. Mass, these
two unceasingly .harmonious siblings were the image of Aryan
perfection. With their icy good looks
and creepy good manners, these
two would not flinch at turning
in their parents for not making
their Easter Duty
David was a crossing guard at
school. He took out the garbage
without ever needing to be reminded. And his shoes maintained a
miraculous shine even when he
delivered newspapers on cold, rainy
mornings before donning his alter
boy togs and serving morning
Mass.
The sash on Ann's dress was
always tied in a symmetrical bow,
like a starched butterfly. Her little white socks were never grimy
and loose, and her knees were
eternally scabless. And she was
never, never, never without a clean
handkerchief although she never
suffered from sniffles or — heaven forbid — a runny nose.

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & ?Imes columnist
They called their parents "Mother" and "Father." No "Mommy" or
"Daddy" for this God-fearing foursome. A lesson in domestic pomposity, they stiffly held hands and
looked both ways when crossing
the street on their way to church.
And they never wept and pleaded with their parents to let them
stay up late on Sunday night to
watch Ed Sullivan on TV.
Ann and David's flawless mother wore a ruffled apron and a
string of pearls while she damp
mopped the kitchen floor and
hummed sacred songs. Father raked
leaves, jingled the change in his
pockets when he was feeling particularly frisky, and drove the car.
No one ever argued about whose
turn it was to sit by the window.
David rode a bike, used a hammer to make a shoeshine kit, and
carried groceries from the car into
the house for his mother. Ann
watched David ride his bike and
use the hammer. And it was her
job to put the groceries into the
immaculate kitchen cabinets like
a good girl.
The family spoke in short,
declarative bursts, like machine
gun fire. And they repeated themselves a lot."Run,Spot, run," David
called to their floppy-eared mon-

grel. Ann, clearly; incapable of an
original thought and possibly the
victim of a lobotomy, echoed David:
"Run. Spot. run."
"See Spot run." Father ordered.
"Run, run, Spot," Mother chanted
moronical ly.
God! I hated them.
"I thought you said reading was
going to be fun," I grumbled to
my older sister.
"It is," she promised. "Once
you get the hang of it."
As usual, she was right. Once
I got through the primer, and cavorted into real books, the kind they
had at the library, I had no problem. Still continued to an Annand-David diet at school, I imagined the two were actually kind
of jealous when their parents had
a third child.
She was little baby Mary, a
Catholic kewpie with eyes as blue
as eternity and tiny fists as perfect as the rosebuds that grew in
the gardens of the Vatican.
But I'll never forget that first
reading lesson. The gigantic book.
Our tiny teacher and her rubbertipped pointer. And Ann and David,
those monstrously large children,
who looked like they might tumble right off the page and devour
Us.

Clintonites ponder revival
—
(AP)
WASHINGTON
Overnight last week, President Clinton switched from confessor in chief
to commander in chief. Now Clinton and advisers are wrestling with
how to keep the nation focused
over the long haul on his leadership rather than his indiscretions
with Monica Lewinsky.
Their answer, although skeptics
abound, is to get back to popular
basics. Advisers say Clinton is
strongest when he is among the
people, pushing down-to-earth solutions to everyday concerns. They
expect him to doggedly follow
that course after his Martha's Vineyard, Mass., vacation ends and when
he returns from a week's foreign
travel that also will have the benefit of casting him in a presidential light.
"Clinton is not going to be
incapacitated by this incident," predicts Colorado Gov. Roy Romer,
chairman of the Democratic National Committee, who expects the president to come out "full force fighting for those values he has been
fighting for."
White House adviser Paul Begala
also says Clinton won't give up
pushing for health maintenance
reform and for money to repair
and replace old schools and hire
100,000 more teachers.
"As Al Jolson and Ronald Reagan said. 'You ain't seen nothing
yet.— Begala said, predicting that
— scandal or no scandal — Clinton will emerge by the time Congress quits for the year with a
string of victories on matters of
moment to Main Street America.
the inner circle,
Outside
observers are not so sanguine.
Some doubt that any strategy can
get Clinton back on the initiative
after he belatedly admitted an inappropriate relationship with Ms.
Lewinsky, a former White House
intern. They view his presidency
as virtually over, able only to react
to events, such as the African
embassy bombings that led to last
week's widely supported U.S. military attacks in Sudan and
Afghanistan.
"I don't think many people arc
going to pay much attention to him,"
said political scientist Merle Black.
"A lot of Democrats are finding
very little use for him this is now
an admitted liar."
"He's obviously lost the bully
pulpit of the presidency. and when
you lose that, that's about all there
is.- said Robert Hardesty., a onetime speechwriter for Lyndon B.
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Mike Feinsilber
Associated Press News Service
Johnson who has been observing
presidents for years. "As far as I
can see, anything he sends to Congress from here on is going to be
dead on arrival."
Former House Republican leader
Bob Michel said Clinton crippled
himself by the need to admit that
he had misled the nation for seven
months on his relationship with
Ms. Lewinsky.
"In politics, once you've defaulted on your word you really lose
your credibility, period," Michel
said. "What he did he's never
going to be able to escape."
Clinton would be wise to lie
low for the time being and "reflect
on his relationship to the voters,"
said David Gergen, who has been
a communications adviser to three
Republican administrations as well
as to Clinton.
Ultimately, he said, the president may find it useful to return
to the nation with a fuller exposition on his relationship with Ms.
Lewinsky and his lade of candor
with the country. Some have suggested a one-on-one television interview reminiscent of his 1992 "60
Minutes" appearance; it had the
effect of neutralizing questions
about his relationship with Gennifer Flowers. White House officials have not ruled out another
attempt tO explain himself.
Mark Mellman, a Democratic
pollster, said Clinton would regain
his footing by going to the country promoting health, education
and Social Security proposals.
"Seventy-five percent of the public wants this president to keep
on being president," Mellman said,
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summarizing polls.
"He goes around the country
and gets a very enthusiastii: and
warm reception and a lot of people on editorial pages will he
forced to scratch their heads and
say, 'Wait a minute; maybe. we
misunderstand where the public
is," he said.
Just as Richard Nixon did with
a tour of the Middle East in the
troubled summer of 1974, Clinton
will seek succor overseas. At the
end of this month he flies to Russia, which is threatened by a worsening political and financial crisis
and needs a friend. He also visits Northern Ireland and Ireland,
where he is wildly popular and
will be greeted as a peacemaker.
But foreign travel didn't do much
for Nixon. Investigators kept investigating in his absence. Two months
later. Nixon was forced to resign.
And so far the Republican Congress has ignored Clinton's big-ticket items. Tobacco legislation fell
by the wayside. Campaign reform,
Medicare extension, education proposals, all got bogged down. Even
Democrats are keeping their distance.
Will selling his ideas be even
more difficult now'?
Ann Lewis, Clinton's communications director, ventures only
this: "We're going to find out.But she pins all hope on Clinton's issues. "The public really
wants to see action," she said.
"The public is not pleased to hear
a congressman say, 'I'm not going,
to vote for school modernization
because I'm mad at the president."
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SERVICE NOTES

JO'S DATEBOOK

Navy Petty Officer 3rd Class
George R. Bowling. son of Robin
R. Free of Murray. recently participated in a dramatic rescue at
sea aboard the amphibious assault
ship USS Saipan, currently on a
six-month deployment to the
Mediterranean Sea and Arabian
Gulf.
Bowlings ship responded to a
distress call from a 144-foot"Mega"
yacht stranded in the Mediterranean Sea after suffering a fire
in the engine room. Crew members from Bowling's ship quickly
organized an emergency task group
which rescued the entire crew of
eight, but was unable to save the

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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Murray State University will have its annual homecoming on
Saturday, Oct. 3. The parade will start at 9:30 a.m. If you are
interested in participating in the activities, please call Emily
Forbes, MSU Homecoming Chairman at 762-6951 during normal business hours for more information.
This is always a special event not only for the faculty, staff
and students at Murray State, but for the entire city, county,
and the surrounding areas. We marvel each year at the ingenuity in planning the floats, decorations, etc.
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MES Council on Wednesday
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Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will have a special called meeting on Wednesday, Aug. 26, at 5
p.m. in the counselor's office of the school. The council will go
into executive session for personnel consultation.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS

An AA meeting (accessible) will be Thursday, Aug. 27, at 7
p.m. at the Center for Accessible Living, 1304-U Chestnut St.,
Dixieland Shopping Center, Murray. For information call the center at 753-7676 (voice) or 753-7729 (TM).

SS representative here Thursday
A representative from the Social Security office will be in the
Calloway County Public Library on Thuriday, Aug. 27, from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. The representative will be available to help
with filing claims and answering questions.

CUBS meeting on Wednesday

CUBS (Calloway United Benevolent Services) will meet Wednesday, Aug. 26, at noon at Glendale Road Church of Christ. Agenda items will include establishment of a free medical clinic for the
working poor; expansion of state medical program for children;
child care subsidy program; proposed recreation tax. To have items
added to the agenda call Karen Guthrie, CUBS secretary, at 7627365 or fax at 762-7330, or Donna Herndon at 762-7333 or fax
at 762-7334. All interested persons are urged to attend.

Compassionate group will meet

Mr and Mrs. William Call

Local couple observing
30th anniversary today
Mr. and Mrs. William Call, Coles Campground Road, Murray.
are observing their 30th wedding anniversary today, Aug. 25, 1998.
Mr. Call of Hickman and the former Brenda Gill of Hayti,
Mo., were married Aug. 25, 1968. in Hayti. They had met while
students at Murray State University.
They have two children, Jeffrey Call of O'Fallon, Mo., and
Bethany Call, now in graduate scbool in Oxford, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Call celebrated their anniversary with a weekend
trip in Nashville, Tenn.

Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Aug. 27, at 7:30
p.m. in the hoard room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This
is a group comprised of those who have lost an infant, child or
young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS). still births or miscarriages.

BIRTHS

Choir picnic planned
The Choir of First Christian Church will have a potluck meeting on Wednesday, Aug. 26, from 6 to 8 p.m. at the home of
Melanie Dawson. For information call 759-1070.
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Put Your Family's
Future In The Hands
Of Someone
You Can
Trust - Your
Grange Agent.

MT. and Mrs. Jimmy Hill. 1312 Paschall Rd.. Murray. are the
parents of a daughter, Calle Breanna Hill, horn on Monday. Aug.
17, 1998, at 6:17 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 15 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Sandy Hargrove. A sister is
Samantha Bennett.
Grandparents are Phillip and Brenda Hargrove of Almo. and
Mrs. Glenda Hill and the late Robert Hill of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Hester and Clovis Brown of Murray and
Huie and Mavis Duncan of Almo.

Pastors invited to meeting

Pastors concerned about the rise in sexual promiscuity and its
consequences are invited to a pastor's meeting Aug. 27 at 8 a.m.
in the auditorium of the Weaks Center. The upcoming presentation
by Dr. David Hager will be discussed. The meeting is hosted by
the Kentucky Family Foundation and LifeHouse Care Center. For
more information, call 753-0700 or 1-800-467-7172.

CCHS Council will meet

Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday, Aug. 26, at 3:30 p.m. in the school
library. Jerry Ainley, principal, urges all members to attend and
invites all interested persons.

MHS Boosters will meet
Murray High School Tiger Athletic Booster Club will meet
Wednesday, Aug. 26, at 6:15 p.m. in the MHS cafeteria. All members and interested persons are urged to attend.

Licensed
Cosmetologist In
Just 11 Months!

Wedding? Engagement? eirth?
Share it with us!
Call 753-1916.

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
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Sections
'50 each

910°° OFF!

Farmer's Farmacy •
Dixieland Center • Murray
759-2248
Mon.-Fri. 8:00-6:00 • Sat. 8:30-4:00
Sun. 1:00-4:00

400 Industrial Rd.• Murray • 753-1111
Owner: Gerraid Boyd
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August 24 - September 30

BACK TO SCHOOL
INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE
Instruments Include: Pianos • Guitars • Amps
• Strings • Reeds • Trumpets • Trombones • Cases
.methods • Violins •" Cellos • Tuners • Drum [leads
• Sticks • Mallets • Flutes • Clarinets
• Keyboards • Organs • Music • Mu,ik Stand,
• Violas • Cyrul,a!,• Metronome.,

25%-50% OFF

New Classes Begin Tuesday,
September 1, 1998

Band Instrument,or •,( ‘v rental - purchae contrA ts. 12% APR interest

Open est 5issit

25% OFF

Igtaturint
Aurora, KY

Wed thru Sun
...don't waitfor
the weekend

Ilwy'68 near Kentuck Lak

Services Offered To Public:

504 Maple St. • 753-4723

Clip This Ad For An Additional

fy)
ooper WAREHOUSE TIRE

all acce!,soriet,& step-up band instruments.

• Facials
• Manicures
• Pedicures
• Sculptured Nails

109 S. 15th St.
42071

Murray, KY

Setup & Delivery Available

(Wel approved credit)

Rzeliceosinetalort &hoot
• Chemical Hair Relaxing
• Highlighting & Tinting
• Perms
• Waxing

7534227

Super Sale!
10,.ifyx 6'$189°°

90 Days Same As Cash

TIRES

Call For Openings

DOG KENNEL

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING

Open
Mon.-fri. 7-5;

Ages 0-5

302 N 12th St
Murray
753-5842

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Prices

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

M
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.11
14
Your partner in protection

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday

Alzheimer's Disease Support Group will meet Tuesday, Aug. 25,
Hosat 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County
Shared
by
provided
pital. Free sitter service during meetings will be
Care Adult Day Care Program, but contact Shared Care at 7530576 or MCCH Home Care Services at 762-1537 by Monday at
Ran4 p.m. For information about the group meeting call Joretta
762-1108.
at
L.S.W.
dolph at 753-5561 or Cindy Ragsdale

Reed, Sedalia;
Lester Scott Temke and Mr
Angella Lancaster and baby girl
Mayfield;
Mrs. Valerie Kay Pittman al, .
baby boy, Mrs. Sandy L. Hill al' •
baby girl. Edward Dewey Thoini,
son;
Mrs. Margaret Jane Rogers, Mi.
Jacqulyne R. Jackson and bat,
boy, and Miss Dawn Renee Jack
son and baby girl, all of Murnn

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday, Aug.
20, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Newsome baby boy, parents,
Nancy and Brad, Murray.
Dismissals
James Franklin Hargrove, Almo;
Charles E. Littleton, Hazel;'Parvin
Lee Miller, Farmington;
Mrs. Charlotte Ann Mays and
baby boy, Benton; Nathan Clint

Calle Breanna Hill

Group plans activity
The Group of First Presbyterian Church will meet Thursday,
Aug. 27, at 9:30 a.m. at the church to go to visit Dixie Gun
Works Antique Car Museum, Union City, Tenn. The cost will be
$2 (seniors 1/2 price) to the museum. Lunch will be at a local
restaurant.

vessel from the fire. The rescu,. I
crew was also provided medi(
treatment.
Home ported in Norfolk.
Bowling's ship and its embark,: !
Marines present a formidable U
presence which can provide a rap'
response in times of crisis.
Sailors and Marines aboard
Saipan conduct a variety of mi
sions from reconnaissance al, :
amphibious assaults to evacuatu.
civilians and providing humanir
ian aid.
A 1994 graduate of Callov..,..
County High School of Mun
Bowling joined the Navy in J uary 1995.

•
•

1111464:C/RpvgicAR6,
118 E. Main
Princeton, KY
502-365-3558

607 Broadway
Paducah, KY
502-443-4353

Christmas parties:
call atown
•

502-174-2773
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Fox to follow home run chase
By JOSH DUBOW
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The chase
for Roger Marts' record has been
the story of the season, and baseball and Fox Sports want to make
sure fans get to see the record if it's
broken.
Fox Sports executive producer
Ed Goren and major league baseball president Paul Beeston met
Monday in Los Angeles to finalize
details of how to show Cardinals
and Cubs games live on the network when Mark McGwire or
Sammy Sosa reaches 60 home runs
— one short of the record.
At the pace McGwire and Sosa
are hitting balls out of the park —
McGwire had 53 through Monday,
and Sosa had 51 — an announcement could be needed soon.

Race a ratings boost
"Obviously that would be a big than 20 percent, and markets that
event," said Ron Frederick, a media receive games that Sosa and
buyer at J. Walter Thompson ad- McGwire are playing have been
vertising agency. "This is the kind setting ratings highs almost weekly.
Frederick predicts that Fox
of thing that is going to be helpful
to baseball. It would have much would get a rating at least in the
more appeal than a conventional high single digits, higher than it
baseball game because almost eve- gets for its regular prime-time proryone would have a rooting inter- gramming.
"This has the sizzle to get that
est."
of rating," he said. "There
kind
The Mans chase has already
helped baseball's ratings resur- would be enough idle curiosity
gence this summer. In an era of fal- from non-fans to make it an appealling network ratings, Fox has seen ing event for advertisers."
While NBC and ESPN also exan 8 percent jump on Saturday afternoons over the last nine weeks as pressed interest in these games, Fox
the home run race heated up. Fox's has rights for any game of"national
ratings in St. Louis are up more significance." But there are still

WEDNESDAY
GOLF
Boys, girls
at Paducah CC -- 4

because it would not move to
ESPN2 to accommodate the NFL.
Two of Fox's cable entities —
Fox Sports Net on Thursday nights
and FX on Saturday nights — have
rights to games, but could choose
to move them to the network. Baseball would also, have to work out
the start times of the games with
Fox and the teams involved.
There is precedent for a network
to preempt coverage to show record-breaking baseball events.
NBC showed Hank Aaron's 715th
home run in prime time and broke
into its coverage to show Pete
Rose's at-bats as he neared Ty
Cobb's hit record. ESPN showed
Cal Ripken's record-tying and
breaking games as he surpassed
Lou Gehrig's consecutive games
streak.

many details that need to be ironed
out, including the existing contracts
that promise games to other networks on certain nights, what hap,
pens if both players have 60 and
coordinating the move with Fox's
entertainment division.
"We are meeting with baseball
to discuss all possibilities," Fox
spokesman Vince Wladika said.
"Obviously having the record broken on Fox would be fantastic."
ESPN has exclusive rights to
Wednesday night games, and Fox
would be hesitant to replace its
highly rated Sunday and Tuesday
night programming. ESPN could
pick up coverage on Tuesday or
Sunday afternoons, but baseball is
unlikely to give ESPN the games
on Sunday night. Baseball pulled
those games off ESPN last week
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THURSDAY
GOLF
CCHS, MHS boys
at Miller GC - 4
SOCCER
•Lady Tigers vs. Lone Oak
Ty Holland Field -- 7
•Lakers vs. Tilghman
CCHS field -- 7
*Lady Lakers at Reidland
Reidland -- 7
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FRIDAY
FOOTBALL
•Calloway vs. Graves
Jack Rose Stadium -- 7:30
•Murray vs. Fulton Co.
Ty Holland Stadium -- 7:30
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Giants cut
into gap
in wild-card

Lady Tigers
win in Hays'
coaching debut
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

The Associated Press
Thanks to Joe Carter's long ball, the San
Francisco Giants are no longer longshots in the
NL wild-card race.
"We've still got a ways to go, but it's there
for us," Giants manager Dusty Baker said after
Carter's two-run homer helped the Giants beat
the Florida Marlins 7-4 Monday.
With New York losing 9-5 to Arizona and
Chicago dropping a 12-3 decision to Houston,
the Giants' victory tightened up the wild-card
race. The Giants are two games behind the
Mets, one behind the Cubs.
"A lot of people were counting us out and
looking at the Cubs and Mets, but the guys on
this team don't quit," said Baker, whose team
begins a big three-game series with the Mets
tonight at 3Com Park.
Said Baker of the series:
"You don't want to put 'huge' on it. It's important and exciting."
Elsewhere in the NL, it was Atlanta 4, Los
Angeles 3; Cincinnati 8, Montreal 1; Colorado
3, Philadelphia 1; and San Diego 7, Milwaukee
2. The Pittsburgh-St. Louis game was called in
the seventh inning by rain with the teams tied at

Chris Hays' coaching career started off on
the right foot as the Murray High Lady Tiger
soccer team defeated St. Mary 4-2 Monday
night at Ty Holland Stadium.
"It was very nice to get that first win," said
Hays, who took over the Lady Tigers' reigns
from Mark Kennedy. "Knowing that we got
that first win is going to help us out a lot."
Chelsea Thompson put Murray out in front
early in the first off with a goal off an assist
from Shannon Beddome.
After a goal by St. Mary's Emily Lane, the
Lady Tigers reclaimed the lead when Beddome
scored off an Alison Hutson assist.
Murray held a 2-1 advantage at halftime.
The Lady Tigers earned the win in the second half on another goal from Beddome and a
goal from Mallary France off a direct free kick.
Lindsay Erickson rounded out the scoring
for St. Mary.
Murray outshot St. Mary 15-9.
Hays said he was pleased with the effort of a
young Lady Tigers' squad, which started four
freshmen.
"We should have scored more goals than we

Broncos' Shanahan gets
new contract, victory
By JOHN PAOSSMAN
AP Sports Writer
DENVER (AP) — Birthdays don't get much better than this.
Mike Shanahan woke up on the morning of his 46th birthday
Monday with a new seven-year, guaranteed contract that will pay
him more than $2.4 million this season. By the end of the day,
his Denver Broncos had defeated the Green Bay Packers 34-31.
Lest the Broncos head coach get too elated, however, he noted
that his wife "still told me to take out the garbage this morning."
With the Mile High Stadium crowd at midseason volume and
both teams playing with the sort of intensity you'd expect of Super
Bowl opponents, the Broncos beat the Packers on Monday night
for the second time in seven months.

• See Page 7

CO.
BUILT GARAGE
BETTER
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
KY • (502) 674-5530

MELBER,

Completely Erected Including Concrete Floors
Not Pri, Fab Carpenter Built All Ouahly Materials

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

I Solf-supporting 256
trusted rafters 2 ft
0C
plywood
.1
decking
0
I( Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
0 254 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2510 headers
O 454 raised curb

A 4 concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
B 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts
G
in concrete
E Treated
1
'
bottom plates
it studs 16 OC
Blander(
G 7'
urvdersiding
H Masonite wood or vinyl siding

We otter you: FREE Estimates. References and Location of

Deluxe Models
Vinyl Siding

1', CAR (1200)
2 CAR (1600)
LARGE 2 CAR (2202)
2' CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2'; CAR (24x30)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

43,525
44.325
$4,625
$4.025
S5.425

1'2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (113x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x2:")
2' 2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 2 CAR (24100)

S4025

44.725
45.125
45.225
$5.925
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'Black Jack'shuts down Yankees
New York drops
second straight
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Jack
McDowell is not the same pitcher
he was before. He thinks he's better.
Facing the best team it baseball,
Jack McDowell shut down the New
York Yankees, leading the Anaheim Angels to a 7-3 victory Monday night.
"I haven't been walking myself

your
MARSHALL
ENGINE
HEADQUARTERS
Just in time for harvest!

TRUCK ENGINES
Chevy 366, 381, 395, 400, 427, 454
Ford 360,370, 391, 400, 420, 429, 460
Cbry. 360, 361, 383, 400, 413, 440
later. 392, 404, 446
Local warehouse means FAST
delivery!
Trucks over 1 ton have 24
month. 24,000 mile warranty
coverage.

Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty

Hardboard Siding
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SCOTT NANNEY,Ledger & Times

Murray High senior Brooke Brittain (8) battles a St. Mary player for possession during the Lady Tigers' sea• See
son-opening 4-2 win Monday night at Ty Holland Stadium.

• See Page 7
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Financing available with low
monthly payments to qualified
buyers.

I) 84 W Auto Parts
512 S. 12th st • 753-4563

into trouble," McDowell said after
winning his second straight start
since coming off the disabled list.
"I used to try to throw every pitch
as hard as I could, and sometimes
you wind up putting men on base."
McDowell (3-2), who was sidelined by pain in his right elbow, allowed two runs and six hits in
seven innings.
"It just shows how effective a
well-spotted fastball can be," Angels catcher Phil Nevin said. "His
forkball — and he probably would
tell you the same thing — is not
what it used to be. But he's using it
effectively because he's spotting

his fastball."
McDowell, the AL Cy Young
Award winner for the Chicago
White Sox in 1993, pitched .seven
shutout innings in a 2-0 win over
Detroit last Wednesday.
"If he starts to get his splitter
back, he's going to be very helpful," Angels manager Terry Collins
said. "What I want is to have Jack
McDowell out there every five
days the rest of the way."
Anaheim, which could play the
Yankees in the first round of the
playoffs, holds a 4-3 advantage
over New York this year — the
only team the Yankees don't lead

CAR
WON'T RUN?

). 0:1!
P(1-,
.10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands

CALL #1

'Brake Service
'Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush

McClard's

Locally Owned
& Operated

753-9132
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in the season series. The Angels,
who overcame a 2-0, seventh-inning deficit to win for the eighth
time in 11 games, maintained their
2 1/2-game lead over second-place
Texas in the AL West.
"They have an aggressive ballclub," Yankees manager Joe Torre
said. "They're playing well now.
They have some confidence. In
fact, they're playing better on the
road (35-26) than they are at home
(37-33).'
In other AL games, Seattle out-
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your car, truck, motor home.
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From Page 6
Carter rallied San Francisco
from a 4-3 deficit when he hit a
two-run homer in the eighth off
Brian Edmonson (3-4), and the Giants swept a season series for the
first time in their 116-year history.
San Francisco finished 9-0
against the Marlins, outscoring
them 61-29. The Giants' best previous one-season record was 15-1
against the Boston Braves in 1918.
Rich Rodriguez (4-0) pitched 1
2-3 scoreless innings for the victory, and Robb Nen pitched a hitless ninth for his 33rd save.
"These are games you can overlook," said Carter, whose homer
gave the Giants a 5-4 lead.
"They re games you should win,
and they're games you have to win.
They're very important."

BRIEFS
Former Racer McCann released by Steelers
PITTSBURGH (AP) -- Former Murray State fullback David McCann
was released Monday by the NFL's Pittsburgh Steelers, the Associated
Press reported today. McCann spent all last season with the team.

MCCSA soccer swap Saturday at Bee Creek
The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association is having a soccer
swap Saturday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Bee Creek concession
stand. Used clothing, cleats, etc. will be available at no charge. Donations will be taken and all proceeds will benefit the MCCSA. Anyone
with items to donate may take them to Wee Care Child Development
Cepter at 15th and Poplar.

Houston's Cooper named WNBA's MVP

ik

SCOREBOARD

MGiants...

Sports

HOUSTON (AP) — Houston Comets shooting guard Cynthia Cooper
was named the WNBA's most valuable player and coach Van Chancellor won the coach of the year honors, each repeating as the award winner in the league's second year of operation.
Suzie McConnell Seno of the Cleveland Rockers, who averaged 8.6
points and 6.4 assists per game, was named Newcomer of the Year.
Cooper led the WNBA in scoring for the second straight year with a
22.7-point average and was fourth in the league in assists and 3-point
goals.

Astros 12, Cubs 3
Moises Alou, Craig Biggio and
Carl Everett homered for Houston,
which completed a three-game
sweep at Chicago, outscoring the
Cubs 33-9. Chicago's Sammy Sosa
was 2-for-4 with a pair of singles,

remaining at 51 homers.
Alou's homer was his 38th of
the season and ninth in 18 games.
Biggio has 17 homers, including
four during the series. Everett was
2-for-5 with five RBIs, matching
his career high.
Shane Reynolds (16-8) retired
12 straight after a nearly two-hour
rain delay in the bottom of the second. Mark Clark (7-12) was the
loser.
Braves 4, Dodgers 3
At Atlanta, Javy Lopez and Andruw Jones hit back-to-back homers in the eighth against Jeff Shaw
(2-6) as the Braves overcame a 3-0
deficit.
Tom Glavine (17-5) joined
teammate Greg Maddux as the
NL's only 17-game winners, allowing 10 hits in eight innings. Kerry
Ligtenberg pitched a scoreless
ninth for his 23rd save.
The Dodgers broke a scoreless
duel between Glavine and Brian
Bohanon in the top of the eighth
when Trenedad Hubbard scored
from first on Gary Sheffield's single. Eric Karros followed with his
third homer in two days.

New stadium studied for L.A. Dodgers
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Fox Group executives are contemplating
tearing down Dodger Stadium and building a new one because cost estimates for a major renovation of the 36-year-old ballpark are coming in
much higher than expected.

:30

Coach admits giving swimmers drugs

11Black Jack...
From Page 6
lasted Chicago 11-10, Texas beat
Detroit 6-5 and Kansas City defeated Toronto 7-3.
Garrett Anderson tied the score
with a two-run homer in the seventh off Andy Pettitte (14-8), and
Gary DiSarcina hit a go-ahead,
two-run double later in the inning.
Darin Erstad had a run-scoring
infield hit later in the inning, and
Erstad and Orlando Palmeiro added
RBI singles in the ninth off Mike
Buddie.
-It seems like this year the big
inning is really killing me," said
Pettitte, who took a three-hitter into
the seventh.
It was the opener of a five-game

BERLIN (AP) — In the latest confession of doping from former East
German sports figures, the former national women's swimming coach
admitted in court that he secretly gave his athletes banned performance-enhancing drugs.
Rolf Glaeser, 58, who has worked as a coach in Austria since 1990,
also apologized to his former swimmers, including 1980 Olympic medalist Christiane Sommer, who won the medal under her maiden name,
Knacke.

Mitchell vows to fight drug suspension
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NEW YORK (AP) - Calling this the "darkest hour of my life," threetime Olympian sprinter Dennis Mitchell says he will fight the drug suspension handed down by the International Amateur Athletic Federation.
Mitchell. 32, has requested a hearing before the USA Track & Field
Doping Hearing Board. Mitchell was given a two-year suspension for
testing positive for testosterone at an out-of-competition test April 1 at
his home in Gainesville, Fla.
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New York (94-34), trying to become the first team to win 100
games before September, has lost
consecutive games twice within six
days after not losing back-to-back
games for a month.
It was just the 10th loss in 58
home games for the Yankees, who
must go 23-11 or better to break the
record of 116 wins set by the 1906
Chicago Cubs.

IILady Tigers....
From Page 6

EShanahan...
From Page 6

. It's im-

series created when a 500-pound,
steel-and-concrete joint crashed
from Yankee Stadium's upper deck
last April. One game was moved to
Shea Stadium, another was rescheduled for Monday and the third
is to be made up Wednesday as part
of a doubleheader.

Sampras, Hingis top seeds for U.S. Open
NEW YORK (AP) — The world's two top-ranked players — Pete
Sampras and Martina Hingis — were named the top seeds for next
week's U.S. Open tennis tournament. With the exception of Steffi Graf,
a five-time women's singles champion, the seedings followed the computer rankings.
Graf, who will be seeking her third straight U.S. Open title — she
missed last year's competition after undergoing knee surgery — is
seeded eighth, although ranked 38th on the Corel WTA Tour computer.

Denver, which won 31-24 last
January, prevailed in the rematch
thanks to Jason Elam's 49-yard
field goal with 3:10 remaining.
"It was a little bit more than just
a normal preseason game," Shanahan said.
Quarterback John Elway agreed.
"We knew going in this would
he more than a preseason game,"
he said. "We wanted to take a step
forward because we knew the
Packers were a good team, too. The
crowd was really into it. You don't
get crowd noise like that in the second half of a preseason game."
The Broncos (3-0) built leads of
21-10 and 28-17 in an otherwise
evenly played game that saw each
team's defense and special teams
score touchdowns.
Elway and Brett Favre dueled to
a near standoff, each throwing a
touchdown pass in the first half.
Elway, who played only the first
half for the Broncos, completed 13
of 22 passes for 179 yards. Favre,
whose stint lasted through the first
series of the third quarter, was 13of-23 for 155 yards.
While Shanahan said he "saw
great effort out there in all three
phases of the game," Elway complained about the state of last season's top-rated offense after three
preseason games.

"We haven't put enough points
on the board." Elway said. "We
made some big plays, but we're not
hitting on all cylinders. We've got
a ways to go."
The Packers (2-2) continued to
be plagued by penalties. They had
31 in their first three games and another 11 Monday night.

Lh

did, but I was pleased with our effort. It was really a 100 percent effort," said Hays.
"There are still some things that
we need to work on , but we experimented some and were able to
develop some in the second half ...
Getting experience will help as the
season goes along."
The Lady Tigers will return to
the field with a home match Thursday against Lone Oak. Junior varsity action begins at 5:30 p.m. with
varsity to follow at 7.

FUTURES GOLF CLUB
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• The Lady Tigers' junior varsity squad picked up its first win
with a 5-2 triumph over St. Mary.
Megan Haverstock, Lacy Hocking, Leslie Schwettman and Lacy
Latimer each scored goals for Murray.

Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
trxii

733-9627

I 11111.1

Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there.
stM. Farm Insurance Companies

',it

Home Offices

Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
All Times CDT
American League
East Division
W
L
Pot
GS
New York
94
34
734
Boston
76
52
594
18
Baltimore
69
61
531
26
Toronto
66
65
504
29 • 2
49
79
Tampa Bay
383
45
Central Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
71
Cleveland
58
550
71
Kansas City
60
458
12
57
72
Minnesota
442
14
56
73
434
Chicago
15
Detroit
21 12
50
90
385
West Division
•
L
Pct.
GB
Ananetrn
72
59
550
Texas
69
61
531
2 1/2
11
Seattle
60
69
465
Oakland
60
71
458
12
Monday's Games
Seattle 11 Chicago White Sox 10
Kansas City 7 Toronto 3
Anaheim 7, N Y Yankees 3
Texas 6, Detroit 5
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Oakland (Rogers 12-5) at Boston (Wakefield 15-5), 605 pin
Seattle (Swot 10-7) at Cleveland (Nagy
10-9), 606 pm
Kansas City (Haney 5-5) at Toronto
(Clemens 15-6), 605 pm
Minnesota (Morgan 4-2) at Tampa Bay
(Amok) 11-10) 605 pm
Anaheim (Olivares 7-8) at N V Yankees
(lrabu 11-6), 635 pm
Baltimore (Mussona 12-6) at Chicago White
Sox (Fordham 1.2), 705 pm
Detroit (Powell 2-4) at Texas (Stottlemyre
3-1). 735 pm

NFL PRESEASON
All Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L
T
Miami
3
0
0
N Y Jets
2
0
New England
2
2
0
1
Buffalo
2
0
1
Indianapolis
2
0
Central
Baltimore
3
0
0
1
Tennessee
2
0
Pittsburgh
2
2
0
Cincinnati
1
2
0
Jacksonville
1
2
0
Wait
Denver
3
0
0
San Diego
3
0
0
1
Seattle
3
0
Oakland
1
2
0
Kansas City
2
2
0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
L
T
W'l
Arizona
2
0
1
NY Giants
2
0
Philadelphia
2
1
0
I
Washington
2
0
4
Dallas
0
0

W

Pct.
1 000
667
500
33-3
333
1 000
667
500
333
333
1 000
1 000
750
667
500

Pct.
333
.333
333
.333
.000

National League
East Division
•
L
Pct
GB
87
Atlanta
44
664
72
New York
59
'5
550
Philadelphia
64
67
489
23
81
51
Montreal
386
36 12
344
42
Florida
45
86
Central Division
•
L
Pct.
GB
Houston
82
50
621
11
Chicago
10 1,2
60
542
477
62
68
19
Pittsburgh
477
19
St Louis
62
68
19 1,2
473
Milwaukee
62
69
Cincinnati
60
7'
458
21 1,2
West Division
L
Pct.
GB
84
47
641
San Diego
61
534
14
San Francisco 70
64
67
489
Los Angeles
20
Colorado
23 12
61
71
462
379
34 1.2
Arizona
50
82
Monday's Games
San Francisco 7 Florida 4
Atlanta 4. Los Angeles 3
Cincinnati 8, Montreal 1
St Louis 5, Pittsburgh 5, tie. 6 1i2 innings
rain
Arizona 9. N V Mots 5
Houston 12, Chicago Cubs 3
Colorado 3, Philadelphia 1
San Diego 7, Milwaukee 2
Tuesday's Games
Chic-ago Cubs (Tapani 15-7) at Cincinnati
(Reyes 2-4), 605 pm
San Diego (Brown 16-4) at Philadelphia
(Schilling 12-11), 635 pm
Atlanta (Millwood 14-7) at Houston (Hampton 9-6), 705 pm
Florida (Medina 0.1) at St. Louis (Osborne
3-2), 7 10 pm
Milwaukee (Karl 9-7) at Colorado (Kile 1014), 8-05 pm
Pittsburgh (Lawrence 0.0) at Arizona
(Soclowsky 2-4). 905 pm
Montreal(Thurman 2-2) at Los Angeles (Mick; 6-6). 905 Pm
N Y Mets (Reed 15-7) at San Francisco
(Ortiz 1-3), 9-05 pm

Central
0
0
1 000
2
0
500
2
0
500
2
0
333
3
0
000
West
r
Carolina
0
2
667
San Francisco 2
2
0
500
Atlanta
1
2
0
333
St Louis
1
2
0
333
000
New Orleans
3
0
0
Monday's Games
Baltimore 23 Philadelphia 6
Denver 34. Green Bay 31
Tampa Bay 41. Oakland 7
Thursday's Games
Dallas at Jacksonville, 7 p m
Detroit at Indianapolis. 7 30 p m
Friday's Games
Green Bay at Miami, 6 pm
Washington at Buffet°, 6 pm
Cincinnati at Atlanta, 6:30 p.m
Baltimore at New York Giants, 7 p
New York Jets at Chicago, 7 pm
St Louis at Kansas City, 7 p.m
San Diego at Minnesota, 7 p m.
Tampa Bay at New Orleans. 730 p
San Francisco at Seattle. 9 pm
Saturday's Games
Denver at Tennessee. noon
Arizona at Oakland. 3 p m
Philadelphia at New England, 7 p rr
Carolina at Pittsburgh, 7 20 p m
Minnesota
Green Bay
Tampa Bay
Detroit
Chicago

3
2
2
1
0

pswerings
st/
14*Walnut

'
44

Plaza • 104 N.5th St.
502-767-9837
Fax 502-767-0757
1-800-455-3229

efrp

/00

1120 Country Club Rd. • Puryear, TN

901-247-3264

5th Annual Two-Man
Tournament
September 19 & 20

NO CALL GOES UNANSWERED!!!

Call Pro-Shop For Details!

Marx*

IlltEbriii *VA
•VIP Suites•Video Viewers
•Harmonic Stress Relief•Massage
•Body Shampoo•Hot Lotion
•
In-home, hotel or office by appointmint.
Call Today 759-9555
HRS:9 a.m.-11 p.m.
304 Maple St.• Downtown • Murray

Amatuer Weekly Contest
Wednesday Nights

Expanding the horizon of telecommunications and taking
advantage of the technology now available, West KY
Answering Service, Inc. goes beyond the regular call of duty
and has been providing the most dependable, accurate, and
state-of-the-art service to over 200 satisfied clients.

You could be next!
Toll-Free Forwarding * Voice and Digital Paging
* Hard-Copy Fax Of Message
Flat-Rate, Billed Quarterly *3 Call-Forwarding Features
*Archives For Old Messages
)
, Alpha Dispatching * Security Monitoring Service For Home Or Office

$100 CASH PRIZES a $11 DRAFT
Best In Adult
Entertainment

World Chi.c.c
Men's Club

7,000 sq. ft. —
35 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups

DAILY SPECIALS
BUDWEISER, BUD
LIGHT, MICHELOB
• Food • Pool
• Darts
21 and up
OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

vrIA

1111111111111111

FREE!!
SERVICE
MONTH
OF
ONE
TRY
No Obligation. Your Satisfaction Is Guaranteed.
Call Today!! We can do everything
over the fax and have you in
service by the end of the day!*
*Depending on whether you have call-forwarding will determine
when you are able to be connected to our service.
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
Di%play .td%
Run.
$6.25 Column Inch, 40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd
Al! 3 Aar

M

R

111.01

Ad Deadlines

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

WWI 6 Day Penod

day
306 per word. $600 mirumum la clay he per word pa day for each additional cocueicuure
boa ads
$200 mos for Shopper(Tuns.Classifieds go uno Shopping Guide )$200eatra for blind

Just Say "Charge It"

Deadline
Day & Time

Publish Day

Fri. 11
Fri. 3
Mon.3
Tues. 3
Wed. 3
Thurs. 3

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

S2.25 per column inch extra fur Tuesday (Shoppmg Guide
Reader Ads

1993(
14)(50.
gas he
ered
325gal
Well k(

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

12X60

air cor
1:2
5225
4386

VISA
•••••••••••

020
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Notice

1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
Insurance is now
•tenderised in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
You, orYcalr
insurance, must pay
has been increased
to $764 in 1998.
For more information
cal/:

McCONNELL

INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide

VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713
BEST paging. Best coverage Pagers at cost or
lease cheap. No contract.
No deposit $8.33/mo. Local call 414-BEST.
BIBLE message 759-5177
CORNER POCKET
Come by and see us
Billiards and More
Almo Heights

1-800-455-4199
our 35th year of service'

ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
502-753-5323
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
ARE there any African Violet hobbyists who would be
interested in having an African Violet Society of
America Chapter in the
Murray area? Please call
Carla Yambert at
436-2774

HOUSE of Clothes, $1 00
per item. Mon-Sun. Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464. 5
miles. 489-2243.
MACHINE Quilting. Regular size, $31.50. Murray
Sewing Center. 753-5323.

040

Rooms*
Wanted
ROOMMATE wanted
utilities $200/mo
759-4389.
060

ROY'S HOME
MEDICAL
"We're the Home town
People" in Home Medical
Equipment 604 South
12th St, Murray, (Inside
Walter's Pharmacy)
753-7565

DRIVERS NEEDED
Rollins Dedicated Carriage Services,
Inc. has an immediate opening for DOT
qualified tractor trailer drivers with at least 2
years experience. Work is primarily over the
road; steady; home each week. You will
earn excellent wages and a full benefits
package including major medical, vision,
dental, prescription, retirement program,
and much more. For further details, call
(502) 753-1156. Must pass DOT physical
examination and drug screen.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Murray Middle School
Instructional Assistants
The Murray Middle School has two instructional positions available. One of the positions
will be halftime and the other will be full-time.
A benefit package is available for both positions.
Persons interested in these positions should
send their applications by8/31/98 to:
Murray Board of Education
208 S. 13th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Murray,Independent Schools is an equal
opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, marital status, sex, or disability.

LOCAL retail business
looking for highly motivated person for Assistant
Manager position Long
term experience not as important as organizational
skills & initiative. Send resume to: Price Cutters,
605 N 12th St. Murray KY
42071.
LOOKING for mature adult
over 18 who loves children, non-smoker, willing
to take training, criminal
check done for in home
daycare, need TB test.
This is part-time 20 hours
a week, May work into fulltime, For application & interview need to be certified
in CPR & First Aid or willing to get certified. Call
753-2643
LOOKING for mature, re1/2 sponsible, chnstian woman to care for 18mo old in
my home. Must have experience & references.
Full-time position, days.
Call 759-3783 after 6pm.

PEACHES
The Dale Bremer Orchard
of Metropolis will bring
quality tree ripened peaches to Murray. Sales located on vacant lot beside
Pockets Shell on 641 N.
Variety Finale available Ill
Aug 23rd. Sweet Sue 'til
approx. Aug. 27th & Encore, our very flavorful late
peach (excellent for freezing too) available 111 Sept.
1st. We plan to be in Murray nearly every day:
weather & supply permitting. Look for our yellow
peach trailer! Dale Bremer
Orchard of Metropolis.
1-618-524-5783.

Help Wasted

AVON
$ Money Money! Money,
Earn the easy way 1-888
669-6820 Ind/sIs/rep
CARPET installers needed Pay depends on experience 753-0074
CASHIER
Full-time position with benefits. High school graduate
or equivalent with two
years of cash register experience required: preferably with NCR cash register
systems. Experience involving transactions with
Mastercard, Visa, American Express, Discover,
and MSU Debit Card System preferred. Position will
also include working in
various other areas of the
Bookstore and other duties
as assigned by the director. Excellent public relations skills important. Must
be able to work effectively
with faculty, staff, co-workers, and students. Accuracy and minimal mistakes
essential in this position.
Work schedule! Monday,
Tuesday, and Friday- 9am
to 6prn; Wednesday- 9am
Saturdayto
1pm;
12:30pm to 8pm; Sunday1pm to 4pm. Flexible
hours required depending
on Bookstore schedule.
Salary $6.35 per hour. Apply at Human Resources.
Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, PO Box 9, Murray. KY 42071-0009. An
EEO, M/F/D, AA employer.

Accounting

(BRIGGS & STRATTON
mmpre.

Briggs & Stratton Corporation. world's largest producer
for outdoor power equipment, currently has an excellent
career opportunity in its Small Engine Division for a
progressive individual who shares in our commitment to
produce quality products This position will be located in
Murray, Kentucky.

DIVISION ACCOUNTING
MANAGER
Under the general direction of and reports to the Division
Vice President and General Manager, the SED Accounting Manager will be responsible for monitoring billing of
shipments, establishing and monitoring cycle count programs, coordinating review of inventory balances, assisting in preparation and monitoring of capital budgets
and expenditures, coordinating variance data, allocations and perform cost estimating projects Will also
assist in the preparation of operating budgets, review
purchase price variances, and prepare plant financial
statements and reports
QUALIFICATIONS
• Four year degree in Accounting
• Certified Public Accountant.
• Minimum of 3 years accounting experience in a
manufacturing environment
• Knowledge of cost accounting and standard cost
• Excellent communication and interpersonal skills
• A commitment to continued initiatives for selfimprovement
We otter a comprehensive salary and benefit package If
you meet these requirements and would like to loin
Briggs & Stratton's manufacturing team, send resume
and complete salary history in confidence to ATTENTION: Doug Hocking, Briggs & Stratton Corporation,
110 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071

smommE1111160

PAINTERS Black's Decorating Center of Murray,
KY is recruiting for expenenced painters. $9.00 per
hour to start with opportunities for advancement
and benefits Affordable
group health insurance
available Interested persons should leave voice
mail message by calling
502-759-8609 No walk-in
applications being accepted. Equal Opportunity Employer

CDL drivers & laborers
492-6141 or 753-1537
Banker
COLDWELL
Woods and Associates is
expanding Agents needed, training available 7531651
CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
Immediate openings in the
Murray area for people oriented individuals to join industry leader, #1 temporary service company in the
world. Successful candidates will have a minimum
of 3 years expenence in
customer service position
or sales support position,
and be able to handle a
variety of tasks in a fast
paced office environment.
communication
Strong
skills a must. Excellent
training, competitive salary. fringe benefits include
401k Respond with resumes and salary history
to: District Manager. 3555
Park Plaza Drive. Paducah. KY 42001
DOLLIES
World Class Men's Club
now hiring entertainers
Earn $1,000 plus per
Managers. waitweek
resses & door persons
also needed Work for the
Cal
around
best
(901)247-3965
EXPERIENCED buffer operator needed part-time
Excellent pay for someone
who needs extra money in
their spare time Call 759
4222 & ask for Beverly or
leave message
MASONARY helper needed Serious inquires onlyl
435-4550

PART-TIME office assistant for tax & accounting
practice. Bookkeeping &
accounting software experience preferred. Send resume to: PO Box 1040-C,
Murray, KY 42071.

150
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Help Wanted

Full-Time Deli
Help Needed
If you're experienced
or a fast learner
apply in person at

Owen's Food
Market

RESTAURANT
MANAGER
Fast food experience is a
plus. Will beat any current
benefit package. Send resume to. PO. Box 955
Henderson, KY 42419.
ROBERSON Hih Burger is
accepting applications for
experienced grill & prep
cooks. Applications available at 413 S 4th St, Murray,

Main St. • Murray

UNIVERSITY LAN
MANAGER
Information Systems, Murray State University. Qualifications: Four years experience in a multi-vendor
network environment is required. Networking protocol experience must include TCP/IP and Etherwith
Experience
net.
switched ethernet, APPLETALK, DECNET and Token Ring are desirable.
Server experience must include Windows NT. Any
Unix experience is a definite plus. A Bachelor's degree in Computer Science
or related technical field is
highly desirable. Responsibilities: Plans, implements and supports network solutions between
multiple platforms. Installs
and maintains local and
area network hardware
and software. Troubleshoots network usage. Application Deadline: September 4, 1998. Forward
resume and three references to: Brenda Rowland,
Information Systems, Murray State University, PO
Box 9, Murray. KY 42071.
Murray State University is
an equal education and
employment opportunity,
M/F/D. AA employer
_

Restaurant Manager
We have an opening for a manager in
Murray. Fast food experience is a plus.
Will beat any current benefit package.
Send resume to: Restaurant Manager,
137 Gibbs Store Rd., Murray, KY
42071
SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career? Do you want to earn $50K, per year?
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none? I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere sell-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board. and I
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
have these qualifications. I would very much enioy talking to
you, and explain the benefits our company has to otter

Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580
Call for directions if needed. No resume please
I hire people, not paper. E.0.E

SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat. 753-0580

arm Equipment

ANTIQUE team drawn
wagon.
$550
farm
CRAFTSMAN 12" electronic band saw, $275
DORMITORY refrigerator,
$75 502-345-2997
CARDIO glider $150. Like
new stepper $20. Chest
freezer $50 Dollhouse
$50. Barbies NRFB 7536411 or 492-6268
DALE Earnhardt Limited
Edition Atlanta 1996, 1:24
Scale Stockcar on bank
base, Winston Cup Collectible. $200 obo. 753-8197
.
after 5pm.

utility
SERVICE Tech needed. FOR SALE: Treated
box,
amp
200
with
pole
of
Must have knowledge
weathercomputers. Experience a meter base, and
plus. Send resume to: PO head (complete). $300.
Box 938, Benton, KY Call 474-8704 after 5pm,
leave message.
42025.
STUDENT at MSU seeks LEER topper, red, for midpart time secretarial posi- size truck. Excellent condition. I have an Associate tion. Call 474-8340after
Degree in Office Systems 5pm.
plus 5 years work expen- OLD Boy Scout items/ esence & have worked with pecially white feather. 800Word Perfect 5.1 & Micro- 287-3646, ask for Brent.
soft Word. I am available
11,30am- RIDING lawn mower, 8hp
from
M-F
430pm. Will do general of- Snapper. A-1 condition.
fice work & can also do Price $150. 753-8705,
machine transcnption. Call leave message.
Sheila at 436-5788.
SEE us for your barn or
WANTED
roof metal. Cut to length
Factory trained ASE Certi- Covers 36 inches. many
fied Technician for fast colors. Economy Metal &
growing import dealership. Supply Co. 489-2722.
Apply by resume only to:
160
Mike Smith Toyota MitsuHorne Furnishings
bishi. 2101 iniin Cobb Dr,
Paducah, KY 42003.
SELL, buy, consign pri
WORK at home $500- owned, good used turn
$2,500 part time. Full train- ture & accessories.
ing. Free booklet. 800- 753-2733.
705-3438, ext 8.
180
Lawn &Garden
070
Domestic &
Childcare
SMALL engine repair
753-0260
CLEANING houses is my
business.. Reliable Call
Linda. 759-9553.

1997 WHEELER Hopper. 14X60, 2Br, gas h/a
40 feet $13,000 489- Coleman RE 753-9898
2915 or 489-2392
1987 14X80 CAVALIER It
Club 3br, 2 bath, 8tt sprayed
INTERNATIONAL
mower, ceilings, excellent condibelly
Cadet
$2,800. 753-9887
tion. 753-2915.
1989 EXTRA clean, spaMusical
cious, 14x76, 2br, 2 bath
with garden tub 435-4305
ARTLEY flute for sale,
$150 436-2902 or 753MUST sell 16x80 1994 At9998
lantic 3 BR, 2 full baths
BALDWIN Hamilton Studio (one with garden tub). Alpiano Delivered & tuned. ready sitting on beautiful,
$950. 437-4432.
landscaped., rented lot.
YAMAHA student alto sax- Has large back deck, front
ophone & accessories, Ex- porch w/swing, minutes
cellent condition, $500. from city and country area.
Call 759-9215 leave mesCall 753-0856.
if not home and I will
YAMAHA trumpet, 1yr old sage
return call.
with case. 753-4737.

U-haul off

Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916
NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY

FOR A RATE QUOTE

MOBIL

1/2 AC
6012
MOBIL
in smi
drive
pickup.
cated
110 pi

Computer Repair, Upgrade,
Training & Installation

310

ecia s
Justin Crosser
Support Specialist
(502) 759-8662 1709 College Farm Rd.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 853-3967

4 CAR
4509

OFFIC
Southsi
ter. 752

WANT
cows in
Reasor
ter 7prr

i.ce

--414Illed Programming help?
in YAK conversione?
pport you in your new installation. Knowledge in RPG and COBOL programming,MAPICS and J.D.Edwards
• tion software, Medical
az Utility Billing.

1 OR 2
town f
5200/m

Computer:
COMPAQ Presano 4770.
15" monitor, (under warranty), Pentium with MMX.
4.8 gig, 233 mhz, 33.6
fax/modem, 32 bit, 16x
CDROM, Win 95 plus over
$1,000 in games & programs, color pnnter, scanner, US robotics videocam
and joystick. Call
759-4320.

/'A 0
d.
GRAND
Dail

GREAT multimedia computer! Great price $575.
Call 753-7050.

1,„ ;4.'444i- - - .
-N.
8.'''.......„...

130

,,

for&A
or Triode
FOR sale or trade for liveable mobile home. 22ft
Travel trailer, 17ft Glastron
boat, 40hp motor with trailer. 502-753-0138
140

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call 7539433
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pisBenson Sporting
tols
Goods, 519 S 12th, Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1.or whole
estates Call 753-3633
WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436 2867

,...

4,,
le44
‘..wit)*!i

7.
i.
,i

A

# McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY

2 COMPUTER desks Call
before 11am or after 5pm,
753-4123
6PC waterbed/ bedroom
suite, youth race car bed
Call 753-8674

753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

FOR SALE Princess &
Erin Ty Beanie Babies
Call 492-8566

'
.
"

,

Elizabeth "Libby" Grace Cogdill
Grandparents
Sam & Debbie Howard
Jeff & Jodie Cogdill
Eugene & Judy Magee
Shirley Carlisle

'

..

•
.

:

Dix

,

•

ir„,„„....,,,,....
Tyler Amos &
Scottie Ruttman
Grandparents
Donnie & Linda Parker
Tillie Geurin
Kattie Parker

(Actual photo size will be 2x2 114)
Send photo, names of grandparents, name of child, (maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for return of original photo and payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Articles
For Sale

1989 Dodge Dynasty, V-6
automatic, tilt, cruise &
locks Cold air, 61,xxx
miles. lady driven Garage
kept Super clean 7535881

-..
4 .•4:
1(•
*Ile7: 4
• •

\

150

12X24 METAL bldg with
garage door, wired, insulated Used cash register.
Xerox 5314 with new copy
cartridge & storage cart
Call 753-0212

Ts'

Sept.

Show off your grandchildren by inserting
their photo in the Murray Ledger &
Times, Saturday, September 13, 1998.

*nab Buy

FREE
PALLETS

2BR sr
court,
month
Murray
767-03
2BR tr
erence
9866
2BR 2
in Gro
Centra
753-98

Bring in by September 9(12 Noon) to be
published September 13th.

i
r
I Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in your paper.(Photo i
enclosed.)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I Enclosed

i

Name of Child

I
Name of Grandparents

,..

i

•

1
I
I
I

is $7.00 1st picture, $5.00 each additional pic- I
.ture and stamped, self-addressed envelope for return of 1
picture.
'

I.

a

1

MURRAY

270
Mobile Homes For Sate

1993 CLAYTON Ardmore
14X60. 2 bedroom 1 bath,
gas heat, central air, covered front & back porch,
325ga1 gas tank $12,500
Well kept 492-8723

1

w7i

398

ER II
prayed
condi-

1. spa2 bath
i-4305

)94 Atbaths
lb). Alautiful,
d lot.
k, front
mutes
y area.
mesid I will

ade,

1 2 & 3BR units available
immediately Apply at MurCal
Apartments, 902
Northwood
Dr
Equal
Housing Opportunity 7594984 TDD# 1-800-2472510

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

1BR Diuguid Dr Call Coleman Realty 753-9898

12X60 28R, stove, refng
all conditioner with storage
on 1/2 acre let No pets,
S225 plus deposit 4374386

1BR partially furnished
Some utilities paid No
pets 767-9037

2BR small furnished Quiet
court, $150 month,' $190
month. 21 2
, Miles east of
Murray. 753-8216.
767-0388
2BR trailer No pets References needed Call 7539866
2BR, 2 bath Rent to own
in Grogan's Trailer park
Central h/a Coleman RE
753-9898
MOBILE home 759-9730

288
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
1/2 ACRE
6012

$100/mo

753

MOBILE home lot for rent
in small park Concrete
drive & sidewalk, trash
pickup, lawn mowed Located on Hwy 641, Hazel,
$110 per mo 492-8488

300
[

Business Rentals

Office Space
Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
4 CAR shop for rent 7534509.

n Rd.
)71

320
Apartments For Rent

OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center. 753-4509, 753-6612.
Want To Rent
WANT to rent pasture to
cows in Almo, Dexter area.
Reasonable. 759-4163 after 7pm

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
S200/mo 753-4109

1BR with loft, 1 bath,
stove, refrigerator furnished 9 MONTH LEASE.
References
required.
$260/mo Includes water,
sewer & garbage. Call
753-0919 or 1-800-5897956
1BR, $225,mo
RE 759-4118

Coleman

2 BR upstairs apt Water
included No pets $285
mo/deposit 5353 121 S
489-2296
2BR duplex, central h/a,
dishwasher, microwave,
w/d hook-tip No pets.
$420/mo. Security deposit.
492-8393.
2BR duplex, stove & refrigerator. washer & dryer,
$350/mo plus deposit. Call
435-4125.
2BR near campus. No
pets. Call 753-1203
2BR, 915-A Coldwater Rd.
Appliances, wrd hook-up,
lease, deposit & references required. $450-$500
month. 759-1425 if no answer leave message.
2BR, brick, patio, w/d
hook-up, shade. No pets.
$355/mo. 753-6931.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
3BR, stove/refrigerator furnished. Central h/a. Deposit & leave required.
1303 Chestnut St.
759-4696.
4BR, 2 baths, students.
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
CURRENTLY taking applications for rental assistance on 1, 2 & 3br units
for qualified applications.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr.
Equal Housing Opportunity. TDD# 1-800-247-2510.
DUPLEX 2br. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.

BUILDING A NEW HOME?
WE OFFERCOM PLETE PREWIRING
SERVICES INCLUDING:
TELEPHONE NETWORKS
WHOLE HOUSE AUDIO
VIDEO DISTRIBUTION
INTERCOM SYSTEMS

SATELLITE & CABLE TV
DRIVEWAY ALERT SYSTEl1S
ELECTRIC GATES

FREE CONSULTATION!
MURRAY
TELEPHONE
ELECTRONICS

753-7567
506 N 12th Street, Vurray

320
Apartments For Rent

340

703 S 4th St. good condi
bon, appliances furnished
$325/mo, $325 deposit
1yr lease. 436-2935

430

Houses For Rent

5 ROOM apt located a

HALEY

Hwy 299
Mini Storage

'

Colleut

3BR brick 2 car garaq,
DUPLEX, Puryear, 2br, north area central gas h
stove, refrigerator, w/d 5500/mo Cali 753-3785
hookup carport, storage, 489-2183
clean. quiet, $400/mo plus 3BR log cabin with loft
deposit No pets
fully furnished near lake
901-782-3495
long or short term lease
EFFICIENCY, living room/ $675/mo 901-232-8545
bedroom, kitchen, bath, 3BR, central gas ha, ceil$190/mo + deposit. No ing fans. appliances furpets. Flexible lease. Call nished, w/d hookup, nice
762-4483 or 345-2748 af- backyard $430 plus deter 5pm
posit, no pets References

489-6166
489-2796
NEV.,/ Concord self storage
all sizes available Call
436-2318 or 436-5687

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All

efficiency
FURNISHED
Coleman RE 759-4118

required. 753-1059
38R. w/d hookup applianIN country 1 br apt, com- ces furnished central h/a
pletely furnished, extra Near university No pets
clean. No pets. $265/mo Lease & deposit required
plus deposit. 436-6081, $400/mo
753-4181 or
489-2181
436-6105.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesley Village, 1 br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income.
62 & older, or handicap &
disabled. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
502-3548888.
LARGE 1 br furnished apt.
No pets. Near MSU. Available immediately.
759-2174

48R furnished 112 bath,
10 mi Murray State, near
Hardin, central air & heat
Min lease, 9 mos, Sept
8th thru June 8th, $700 mo
& deposit Ph 437-4251
4BR, 11/2 bath, large family room, stove, refrigerator
& w/d hook-up. $520/mo +
deposit. Flexible lease No
pets. 762-4483 8am-4pm
345-2748 after 5pm

LARGE 2br apt, 1 bath, 5BR, 1 bath & 2 half baths.
stove & refrigerator fur- $550/mo plus deposit,
nished, w/d hook-up, gas 753-9826.
heat, fireplace. 9 MONTH ENTIRE
house, 1402
LEASE. References re- Hughes St, 1/2 block from
quired.
Very
nice. MSU. 4br, 3 baths. all ap$400/mo. Call 753-0919 or pliances, will accommo1-800-589-7956.
date 6 people. Also baseLARGE 2br furnished ment apt. 1 or 2 people.
$285. 2BR furnished $255. No pets. Ask for Carol,
Downtown, no pets. M-F, 474-2773.
8-5. 753-4937.
EXTRA nice 3br, 2 bath. 8
LARGE brick duplex in pri- miles northwest. $575/mo
vate area, 2 bedroom, 2 plus deposit. 753-8582.
bath, central gas HVAC,
utility w/d hook-up. No FURNISHED 3br house
pets. Lease + deposits, Ideal for college students
$450 month. 753-1623, No pets 753-4974
between 6-9pm.
NEAR MSU, 3 BR, 2 bath,
MURRAY
MANOR
central gas h/a, ceiling
APARTMENTS. Make it
fans, appliances, w/d
your home! Great 1 or 2br
hook-up, double carport.
apartments with great
outside storage, 2 study
price, central h/a, laundry rooms
upstairs, quiet
facilities. Office hours
street. $575. References
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri.
and deposit required. No
(502)753-8668,
Equal
pets. 753-1059.
Housing Opportunity.
NEXT to university, 603 N
NEAR Universtiy: Extra 16th St 3 to 4 Bedroom,
large, two bedroom apt, $1.000/mo Call 527-8612
with spacious living room,
kitchen- dining area, lots of
Storage Rentals
closet space. Range, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposer, washer/ dryer hookEASTSIDE
up. Fully carpeted, well insulated. Central electric
heat and air. Avail. Sept 1,
$350/mo, S350 deposit.
753-4560, 9am to 5pm.
STORAGE

119 Main • 7534266
NEW 2br duplex, central
h/a, stove, refrigerator,
C-STORAGE
w/d, S365. 10 Minutes
from university. No pets. 10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
M-F, 8-5. 753-4937.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- Cunningham Auto Repair.
4br house wiwasher & dry- 753-3571.
er, furnished, near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.

641 Storage

rig

1

/ ALPINE,
•'iockrofdrosgake.

Clarion

•

IP' Est C. ilk ILA Es Cs

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Center

"STOP"
Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low, low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

DIVE INTO PRIMESTAR'S COOL
SUMMER SAVINGS
77 Channels
With

$2999.

•,
...00f TAP VA'.
,
e
• :
scy.an,
vokJe)

NOW accepting applications! New lbr suites w/refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, w/d, deck. No
pets. 1714 Chris Dr. lyr
lease. 435-4040, 5593333. 759-2571.
SPACIOUS, 2br duplex,
central h/a, appliances,
yard maintained by owner,
$400/mo. 1908-B Westwood, 753-8096.
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 baths
Townhouse. Appliances
furnished w/washer & dryer, $500/mo, 1 yr lease 1
mo deposit. No pets.
753-2905, 753-7536.
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex, central h/a, fully applianced, w/d hook-up,
carport. clean, pets allowed $560/mo plus deposit, lease. Crystal Brook
Ln. 759-5477.

IF-'12114IESrIGIIR. It's that good.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture

mow a

Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
520-$40/mo
Shoney's
759-4081

room
SLEEPING
$150/M0 Coleman RE,
753-9898

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

11/2BR, 1 bath. w/d included No pets Corner of 7th
& Olive $265/mo + deposit Flexible lease Call 7624483 or 345-2748 after
5pm
2 BR, gas heat, in country.
5 miles south on Hwy 641
$425/mo plus deposit 6
month lease 753-6411 or
492-6268
2/ 38R house
RE 759-4118

Colernwi

2BR, central air, applian
ces, w/d, S400 mo Depos
it No pets 753-7920
3BR, 2 bath 753 4.144

Appraisals
Haley, state certified
759-4218

I
Bob

VERY nice four plex, 2br,
11/2 bath great location
Call 753-2905

1 ACRE lot wooded 767
9435
1&2 ACRE lots for sale &
a 91/2 acre tract
(502)437-4838

100X180 LOT, Highland
Oaks Subdivision, Almo
753-3853
Water & sewage. $5000
NORTHVVOOD
storage firm 759-1758
presently has units available 753-2905 or 753- 11/2 ACRE lot, 6 miles
north of Murray, $13,000
7536
753-1967
2 LOTS, wooded, 75'
Pets & Supplies
wide, 350' long. New sistern
& pump. Also septic
BEAGLES
Puppies & running dogs, system, driveway & meter
Shots. Reasonably priced. pole. Located on Anderson
Also, Free Lab mix female, Shores, 3 minutes from
boat dock & beach.
young dog. 492-8861.
$6,000. 759-8482 after
CFA Persian kittens. Five 6pm.
fine, fluffy, female felines,
2&3 ACRE building lots,
$150-$200. 382-2743.
north area. Call 753-3785
DO you have a loving
or 489-2183.
home begging for a cat?
I'm moving so Sheba (a
HORSES permitted in Fox
siamese) needs a new
Chase which offers this
home. Sheba is strictly a
6.8 acre tract with small
one person cat who
lake.. View lends itself to
doesn't like crowds & only
open grassy knolls with
attaches herself to one
view of mature trees. New
person. Perfect for retired
idea for area. Call Century
or part-time person. If in21 Loretta Jobs Realtors...
terested call 759-9215.
first time on market...
DOG obedience classes or
753-1492.
private. Serving Murray 17 LARGE
wooded
lot,
years. 436-2858
paved, water available.
GERMAN Shepherd AKC,
select outcross breeding, 5
females, 1 male, $200
each. Unique markings,
sire & dame on premises,
shots & wormed. Call '
901-642-1948.
LEGACY KENNEL
Now open
Boarding & Grooming
4x12 air conditioned &
heated runs. Off 1-24 at
Reidland 502-898-4712
ROTTWEILER puppies
AKC Registered, wormed,
male & female $150 502/59-1194
400
Yard Sale

Wee Russ Childrens
Consignment Sale
Our 5th!
At the Armory -Hwy. 121 N.
8/26.12-4 p.m.
8/27.9-4 p.m.
8/28.9-4 p.m.
1/2 Price Sat. 10-2 p.m.
Clothing, maternity,
toys, & more.
Over 100 moms! Tollfree 1-877-753-5551
430
Real Estate
12 ACRE farm, 28X60
home, horse barn, tobacco
barn. $82.000. 345-2270.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteprofessional
ous and
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

Bob Perrin Real Estate,
759-1881, 753-3509.
SINGLE family, restrictions. water & gas available. 1/2 acre plus. Bob Per
rin Real Estate, 759-1881,
753-3509.

Farms For Sale

Lamb Brothers
Tree Service
Tree Trimming
Tree Stump
Removal
Licensed
& Insured

24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of

Equipment
Free Estimates

SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195
Call

753-1916 For

Details

ZX

BY Owner 3br 1 bath
with carport, newly decorated, satellite dish included $65,000 759-0913 or
753-6673 after 4pm

1994 NISSAN
loaded air, t-tops

GREAT buy' 4br, 2 bath
brick house Huge living
space with vaulted ceilings, 2 car garage central
vac, Jacuzzi tub, covered
sunroom 1 acre lot Make
an offer 502-436-2174

1995 FORD Escort wagon
S2 500 753-2212
1995 TAURUS, loaded
great condition, 53 XXX
miles $7900 753-2479

1992 FORD F-150 swb
Sharp' $6,000 436-2619,
after 5pm
1992 Toyota four wheel
drive ext cab, V-6 automatic air, cruise. aluminum tool box Bed liner,
new timing belt 101,xxx
miles. $9800 5025270865

Great

condition Must see
753-0721

1997 FORD Taurus GL
full power. V6 3 0 engine
S8,975. 753-4801

IMMACULATE 3br with
formal dining plus eat-in
kitchen, vaulted ceilings in
great room & bedroom,
trey ceiling in dining. Good 1993 PLYMOUTH Voyagcurb appeal with rose gar- er Good condition White
den Call Century 21 We
753-7823
will lust take key and
show it's always in showUsed Trucks
ing condition as evidenced
with pride by owner .. 1987 FORD F-150, high
Great neighbors tool. Call miles, $1,900 Call after
Century 21 Loretta Jobs 4pm 502-489-2042
Realtors, 753-1492
1987 NISSAN XE 4X4,
NEW all brick, 3br natural king cab, pis. p/b, cold air,
gas, new appliances, cen- 5sp, tinted windows, red
tral, double garage, large
759-8087
lot. Metcalf Lane in North 1991
FORD Ranger, 5sp
Villa Sub. Call 753-8237 or air
conditioner, good tires
437-4783.
good condition $3,000
NEW all red brick, 3 BR
753-9237
house, hot tub, large attic. 1992 DODGE 1 ton dually.
natural gas, central, dou- Cummins diesel auminum
ble garage, large lot is wheels & running boards.
landscaped. Metcalf Lane Goose neck hook-up, air
in North Villa Sub. Call lift, with or without sleeper.
437-4783 or 753-8237.
High miles. Good depend-

1996 GMC Z71 loaded,
new tires excellent condition Will assist with financing 901-232-8364
MUST Sell- Moving. 1997

F-150 Ford Lanai. Great
truck Call 759-9215 leave
message if not home
Boats & Motors
1988 BOMBER Fish & Ski,
171 2 ft, 150 Johnson. new
trolling motor batteries, 2
depth finders, $5,900
759-2338

Services Offered
1ST Class Yard Care
Mowing, mulching. landscaping. trimming, etc
759-0670 leave message
3-D DOZING
Backhoe, septic, & gravel
hauling Driveways, foundations 502-437-4969

ANTIQUE refinishing, furNOW By Owners: 3-4 bed- able truck. $10,800 obo. niture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056
rooms, 1 bath, vinyl siding, 492-8218.
hardwood floors, excellent
location.
Reduced
to
$54,900. Call 435-4.432 or
753-2599.
REDUCED to $76,000.
Real nice 3br bnck, central
heat & air. Has many updated features, including
low maintenance. 6853
Highway 641 So. Call Wilson Realty. 753-5086.
SOUTHWEST Villa, 3 bedroom brick, 1849 sq ft living area, approximately
700sq ft unfinished upstairs. Living room with ca-

thedral

ceiling,

Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
www.automobilesonline.com.

dining

tures include trey ceiling in 1994 HONDA 300 EX Comaster bedroom, vaulted bra, header & pipe, Nerf
ceilings in bedroom and bars. K&N air filter, $2600.
dining room, breakfast 436-5723 If no answer
room, great room, tile, lots leave message.
of windows, extensive
landscaping including a 1995 YAMAHA 200CC,
garden pond in back. A TVV200 dirt/ street combo,
must see at $163,500. Call high floatation rear tire.
for appointment 753-6679 600 miles. S1.900. Airens
riding mower. S200
or 1-800-937-9448.
759-0120
3BR like new log cabin
new
with loft, living room, kitch- STOCK Honda 250R.
sdencer
tires.
pipe
and
en, large front porch, 11/2
leave mesacre of property near the Call 759-9609
sage
area.
lake. Cypress Bay
Owner financing available
$84,900. 901-232-8545.
bath brick, fenced
backyard. New roof, Ig lot.
Nice
neighborhood.
$68,000. 759-4495.
3BR. 11,2 bath. nice neighborhood outside of city limits. Has city utilities. Low
580.s. Call 753-6725.
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
garage, appliances. Coleman RE 753-9898.

Lots For Sale

Business On A Budget?

Used Ducks

Now is a Great Time to Build
Ii'you are looking tortmality we want to be your
building, contractor. With blueprints & specification.; we can give you a contract price herein, we
start. pm are undecided we work on a r0.,4 plus
basis.
We complv N% it h all the new city building
Wt. akin !ixicialize in (ion-arintion al lake
homes. large or small.

'Bruce Green

3BR, family room, new
carpet, paint & central
(gas) heat & cooling. Bob
Perrin Real Estate, 7591881. 753-3509.
A 4br, 3 bath soft contemporary positioned with care
on 1 7 acres. ready for
you to choose your colors
You can bring your horse
to this subdivision. First
140.44
.
time on the market. 753.41
1492 at Century 21 Easy
to show
of choices in city limits

Ph. 1-888-673-0040 Toll Free ,
502-435-4487
carolwood@
,msn.com
E-mail:

Used Cars

2 STORY brick home
w/fireplace, 3br, 2 baths
neighborhood, 1987 YZ 80, excellent con
family
fenced backyard, detach- dition, $900. Call
759-1734.
Asking
garage.
ed
$58,750. 518 So. 6th St, 1992 HONDA 250X fourMurray. 753-9211.
wheeler, new back tires &
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath brick top end rebuild. Asking
home in SW Villa. Fea- $1,400. 753-4519.

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

A tremendous range
Financing available by Murray Estate,

9

1998

AUGUST 25

400
Homes For Sale

100 ACRES +."-. 70 acres room, eat in kitchen with
tillable, 2 stock barns, well bay window, 3 baths, utilisystem. ty, double car garage,
septic
fenced in backyard with
$120,000 753-0877
outbuilding,
12x20
$142,000. 753-5761 for
appointment.
0
4.656 WOODED acres WHY pay rent° 100. f Cal.
bath.
nancing,
3br,
1
5rnin from KY Lake
Edwina to see if you may
759-1216
qualify. Grey's Properties.
759-2001, 767-9435.

3BR. 1

in
FURNISHED
room
beautiful local home at 714
Poplar Phone & utilities
included. $300 Call
759-8345

Professional Satellite
513-C South 12th St • Murray KY 42071 • 502-759-5552
Gene Johnson

plc- I
n of,

CREEKVIEW

For Rent

FREE!

1

753-5585

s

FIRST MONTH

'm•
mto

All Sizes
Available

Size Unrts
Available

TUESDAY

460

Real Estate

ray

LEDGER & TIMES

A

Must See' One owner, 3
bedroom brick, 2 miles
east of Murray Immediate
possession Price reduced
to sell' Call for an appointment to see Upper $80's
753-0444
BUILDER offers two new
houses for sale Both have
great floor plans plus all
amenities Call 753-3903
for appointment Shown
anytime
COUNTRY home by owner SE Calloway Co. 11.2
acre private road . 3 BR, 1
bath, Ig kitchen, central
h/a, recent improvements,
landscaping, greenhouse,
3 bay out building Was
572.500- Reduced' Must
Sell' 492-8299

Used Cars
1984 HONDA Accord, high
miles but runs. $950
474-2519
1984 OLDS Toronado.
2dr, light tan. all automatic.
new tires. battery. new ac
Ready to drive $2,000
Call 436-5582
1987 NISSAN Sentra 4dr,
auto, air, am/ fm cassette,
no rust, runs great
$1,350 767-0508
1989 CORVETTE Convertible, burgundy w/camel
top, auto, 52K miles, new
tires Mint condition Call
Mike or Pete 759-1600
days
1989 MERCURY Sable,
$975 474-2789
1989 OLDS Delta 88 Royale Bro.. 1 owner, 8,XXX
miles. $7,500 Call after
6.30pm. 753-1376
1989 TOPAZ, wrecked
1988 Sundance. needs
new head 753-0971
1990 DODGE Daytona
blue, clean, $1,500
527-8362
1990 FORD Probe LX
red, sunroof. V6. 1 owner,
$3,300 753-8355 ask for
Patsy or 436-5394
1991 GRAND Prix, 2dr,
3.1 V-6, loaded with all options. Days 753-4563,
nights 759-3366 ask for
Mike.
1991 PONTIAC Firebird,
white, V6, gray cloth, ttops, 91xxx, $5000
753-7777
Lumina
1992 Chevy
Looks and runs good Call
767-0913 after 12pm

1 Iti iitq ("t).11 i Ili(I Or.S•

hie.

(502) 753-s'343

v00Clifpn--N7
• Interior
• Exterior
• Remodeling

• Small Building
• Plumbing
• No Job To Small

Fast Dependable Service

436-2102 ask for Ben
mil iffTrili i,V li'•
MIIIf,1
I/j

• !•sof sr- ai i f 1 num
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6.• r •
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(ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION)
LAND. MOMENTS FROM TOWN!
SATURDAY, AUGUST 29TH
Machinery & Equipment AT 10:00 A.M.
Real Estate Sells At 12:00 Noon
Mimi Ilff Dienainiat lillanatili Easem
NEAR LOWES, KENTUCKY
3.5 Miles SE Of Lewes • 7 Miles NW Of Mayfield
From Mayfield At Graves Co. High School,
Take Hwy 121N To Hwy 440 Y-Off,Proceed
On Hwy 440 NW 3.5 Miles! Signs Posted'

CII XLICFBIE_S•
-1
I.
IS Tracts aR. Ccenriteinaticores
Buy Any individual Tract, Combinations
Of Tracts Or The Entire Property/
Real Estate Terms:15% Down, Balance In 30 Days
Poultry Claarilug Euulumuut
Trucks - Tractors - Alfachlirseury
Loaders - Conveyors - And Morel!
Case 1845C Uni-Loade, '205 Hrs 80" Bucket,SN
JAF0224075. 'Like New • '91White GMC Road
Tractor. 60 Series 300 Horse, Hendrix Susp. Wet Kit,
22 5 Rdls • 86 Benson 28 Alumn Dump Trailer
wliner New Brakes, New 24 5 Radials • 86 Ford
8000 Spreader Truck, 3208 Cat 7 Spd. Equipped In
1996w. New Warren 16' Hyd Liter-Lime Combo Model
LF 3020A-16 Spreader Bed, SN SC9866. Front &
Rear Floatation Tires • 2- Gregory Model 3500 Poultry
House Crusters, New In '95 & 96 • 86 R Model Mack
Road Tractor, 300 Eng 9 Spd, Wet Kit • 72 Ford 900
Tandem Grain Truck w..22 Bed & Hoist, Cargo Door
Tailgates. 475 Eng, 5&2 Spd -Tyler 36 Field Load
Bulk Material Conveyor 18 Horse, 22' Belt. Full Hyd
Operated. New In 95 • Int 3850 4 VVh Rear Steer
Loader w 2Yd Bucket • Zetor 3320 Dsl Tractor. 45
Horse Eng, New In '96 •IH 1066 Tractor. New TiresClutch-TA.Wts • Farmall 200 Tractor w2 Row COI •
Memo 500 Quick Attach Loader w82" Bucket -439
Ford 1 Ton 4x4 Dsl Truck. Custom Flat Bed • 84 Ford
Pickup • 9 Flat Bed For 1 Ton • IH 715 Dsl Combine
w•13' Grainhead • IH 444 Cornhead• IH 4 Row Planter
• AC 7 Unit No Till Planter • 2 Row Mechanical Pull
Setter • 2 Row Culti • Sidewinder 10 Pull Type Rotary
Cutter • 1000 Gal Water Tank • 1000 Gal Fuel Tank •
300 Gal Fuel Tank • 125 Gal Fuel Tank of Elec Pump
• 100 Gal Side Boom Sprayer • 2-Tandem Axle
Backhoe Or Loader Trailers • 3 Pt Post Hole Digger

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
CURRENT BANK LETTERS A MUST!!

JANES R. CASH
In AUCIIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
J
RC

FANCY FARM, KY- 502-623-8466

"THE SELLING MACHINE-

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

•

10

TUESDAY AUGUST

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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1998

HOROSCOPES

510
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

L

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Profess...
Al
tree
removal,
Stump
spraying Serving Murray.
Calloway Co since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
Al Al A Tree Service,
tree
removal,
Stump
raking,
spraying. leaf
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning
Licensed & insured Full
line of equipment Free estimates Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling,
Additions.
Repairs. Roofing, Decks.
etc One Call Does 11 ALL
No Job Too Small
492-6267

BACKHOL
ROY HILL Septic system
drive-ways hauling foundations. etc 436-2113

CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

BASEMENTS
Sub & Generc,
s.iefe
ing
Insulates
forms (R321 Styrc,Crete
builders 502-436-2007 o
502-436-5264

bushhogging
CUSTOM
$10/ acre Larger fields
preferred $50 minimum
charge 436-5700 or 4362071
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl siding. homes, mobile homes.
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders.
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

BOB'S PLUMBING SERV
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134
492-8584
BUSHHOGGING Lawns
rototilled Tractor with 5f1
rototiller Also, haul gravel
for driveways and spread
Jonesy 437-4030
CARPET cleaned by Cert
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up.
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection. high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113

ELECTRICIAN
R&R ELECTRIC.
New construction, rewiing mobile home hookelectrical mainteups
nance & repair Call anytime Murray. 762-0001.
Cell!: 519-1592.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Aug. 26, 1998:
Much goes on in your mind this year.
New concepts seem to come from
nowhere, especially involving work
and finances. You can make unusual
headway. Detach,and question each
idea. You have a tendency to deceive
yourself about certain realities. A
friend acts as devil's advocate. You
will need downtime to recharge your
batteries. If you are single, the possibilities prove interesting. Someone special might spice up your love
life. If attached, your relationship
flourishes. There is unusual good
will between you. Plan on romantic
weekends alone.LIBRA handles your
money well.

By

SCORPIO lOct 23-Nov. 211
*** A partner piques your interest
in a long-term goal. Discussions could
reveal there is more to his idea than
the obvious. Be sure you want ties
like this. Take personal inventory,
and see what is acceptable. A flirtation could develop into a lot mortTonight: Get a good night's sleep.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Aim for what you want.
Your energy levels are slightly off.
Be realistic about what you can accomplish. Reach out for others, and
express your feelings. Being able to
detach and eye the big picture allows
you many unforeseen options. Tonight: Make an important meeting.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You are in the limelight.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have:5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Excellent rapport marks
your relationships. Finally, someFENCING
one is ready to reveal himself. You
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
Midway Fence Company
hear the ring of authenticity in his
foundations, slabs, side- CERTAINTEED vinyl re- Chain link, & custom wood
words. Do not sell yourself short.
walks, driveways, build- placement windows, full 5 privacy fences, at reasonings, remodeling, repairs. year unlimited warranty able prices. Dicke Farley
Discuss financial goals when negotiAGC certified 435-4272
ating a work project; they go hand in
lifetime replacement parts 759-1519.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Wolverine vinyl siding
GARDEN tilling, bushhog- hand. Tonight: Celebrate.
PROFESSIONALging, small jobs, driveways TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
492-8723
**** You put 100 percent into
DEPENDABLE
graded with box blade
COLSON HOME REPAIR
502-767-9552.
your career and deserve lasting reGerald Carroll 492-6159
Additions, garages, decks,
Work is the highest priority.
sults.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
GUTTERS
remodeling, vinyl siding.
All brands. Kenmore 30+ 20yrs experience. 753- Quality Seamless Alumi- You allow more creativity in. A famyears experience BOBBY 5592.
num gutter. Variety of col- ily member shares tender feelings.
HOPPER. 436-5848
ors, gutter maintenance, Honor what is happening here. ConCONCRETE Finishing
gutter supply. Vinyl shut- fusion sets in when dealing with
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Driveways, sidewalks &
ters, variety of colors. Vinyl someone in charge. Tonight: Clear
Factory trained by 3 major patios. Free Estimates.
siding supplies_ Licensed. your desk.
manufacturers All work 435-4619
Call West Ky Seamless GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
and parts warranted Ask
CUSTOM BUILT
Gutters for all your gutter ***** Let yourjove life become
for Andy at The Appliance
Wooden decks, fencing. needs. 753-0278.
more important to you. Being con753-2455
Works
pole barns, sheds. carHARDWOOD FLOOR
tent feeds your work and well-being.
ASPHALT SEALING
ports Also repair 7 rebuild
Installation & finishing. You know just the right words to
workmanship.
Travis Asphalt Sealing Excellent
Custom design. Affordable draw others to you. Make important
Driveways, parking lots Affordable rates
rates. 753-7860.
calls, to spread news. There's a lot of
753-7860
Free estimates 753-2279
action around you. Tonight: Take a
LAMB BROTHERS
LAWN SERVICES
midweek break.
landscaping, CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Mowing,
hedge tnmming, leaf rak- **** You come from an anchored
work,
carpenter
ing,
place. Others agree with you, both
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
plumbing, gutter cleaning, financially and emotionally. Be realgutter repair. Hauling. 436istic about your goals. At lunch time,
2102 ask for Ben.
go out and buy a gift or card for
LAMB Brothers Moving someone who has gone out ofhis way
Septic Systems - New or Repair
Contractors, cross country for you. Tonight:Invite a friend over
or local. Licensed & Insur- for dinner.
Stumps & Trees Removed
ed. Luke Lamb
Hauling
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
&
Cleanup
General
502-436-5950
Others will open up to you,if
****
Problems
Water Drainage
LAWN mowing Reasona- you are willing to share. OpportuniLicensed - Insured
ble & satisfactory
ties knock on your door when you
759-4659
leastexpect.Someone in charge plays
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
devil's advocate with you. He makes
Specializing in roofing &
excellent points. Listen caresome
VVV7VVVVYVVVVVVVVII remodels. Free estimates. fully, to enhance finances. Tonight:
All work guaranteed!
Out for nibbles and drinks.
27.-2.7.2.,'" W2122 10
'
-2,s17-7_,,22.2." 2,71f-a,"
0.'7 "s22.2.27
489-6125
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
No job too small!
*** Envision what is possible if
577
MOODY'S Mower Repair
llifalit
you invest in a great idea. Find a
i
I S
I r119 1 Pickup & delivery.
trusted friend with whom you can
753-5668
brainstorm.Take a risk.Sometimes,
• Roofing
• Hauling
5
pl
z
,.,
Cleaning
you can't see all sides. Recognize
Gutter
•
PAINTING
• Clean-up
'0
Repair
someone is jealous of your acthat
Gutter
Exterior
Interior
• Carpenter Work •
'1
complishments;be patient with him.
Free estimates 436-5032
Tonight: Update your budget.
No Job too large or small.
PLUMBING
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22
Repairs, fast service.
Fast Dependable Service
You flow, despite someone's
****
436-5255.
tough reaction to one of your ideas.
Removal- 20
STUMP
ask for Ben C. years experience. Free es- Be realistic about his limits. Trust a
Liandoarosord-drOncian dm timates. Call Bob Kemp, Jr friend who is encouraging you. But
B csaromMendarauenc_n
don't take on more work than you
435-4064, leave message
can handle. Stay on top of messages.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump Schedule an important meeting.

Pictured are members of the CCHS Laker Band at the state
fair competition.

Build on the positives within a relationship, and discuss a stronger financial tie. Moneymaking ideas flow
from you. Question, investigate and
research. Push hard to complete
work, though a loved one could be
draining you. Tonight: Nap first,
and then romp.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You will succeed, if you keep
talks somewhat detached. Review
recent ideas. A family member rains
on your parade; don't take it personally. An associate demonstrates his
caring. Confusion surrounds finances. Don't worry about itjust yet.
Tonight: Go for togetherness.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Listen to a close associate
concerning recent work events. You
need to talk, even if you feel stifled.
A co-worker expresses his interest
in what you are doing; be aware that
he has his own agenda. Don't let
insecurities get to you. You are on a
roll. Tonight: Treat a partner.

Calloway band opens
competitive season

The Calloway County High
School Laker Band opened its
competitive marching season with
first place honors at the Kentucky
State Fair Marching Band Contest
Aug. 22 in Louisville.
The band received a distinguished rating, the highest in the
KMEA sponsored event and placed
first in Class AA.
Second place went to Lawrence
County High School and third to
School,
High
Jeffersontown
Louisville.
Other bands competing were
Pulaski County. Fort Knox. Lewis
County, Valley High School, Perry
Central-Indiana, West Washington
BORN TODAY
County, Fern Creek, Monroe CounActor Macaulay Culkin (1980), first
Saint Xavier, Hart County and
female vice-presidential candidate ty,
High School.
Holmes
Geraldine Ferarro(1935), musician
Major Billy Bell was
Drum
Branford Marsalis(1960)

awarded the Outstanding Class AA
Drum Major Award while the overall governor's award went to Class
AAA Harrison County.
Soloists for the 98-99 season
include: Brian Miller, Joel Hall, Bell
and Shane Smith, with a special
percussion feature including the
entire 15-member percussion section.
The Laker Band's field show
this year is titled. "Adventures at
with musical selections:
Sea"
"Songs of Sailor & Sea," "Victory at Sea," "Treasure Island,""Shiver My Timbers," "Rip-Tide" and
"Victory at Sea Reprise."
The next Laker Band performance will be at the Graves County vs. Calloway County football
game Friday night.
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MONEY-IN-MINUTES"

Custom Cabinets
8 Woodworking

Cash Advance
on your
Personal Check
Call Or Come In Today!

Blue Grass Backhoe

'1

*Office Furniture &
•Kitchen Cabinets
Entertainment Centers
& Vanities
'Solid Surface Countertops

'
•

502-759-9672

513-A S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-8900

301 Andrus Drive. Murray

T1-11f,

(502) 436-5790

SOUTHERN STATES

1

recZottal

(12 oz Concentraie>

Honoring the
Labors of the
A

merican Farmer

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•
•

Drop by and see our showroom
TOMS WINDOWS
409 Surraer_lfre - MURRAY (Weld Bunny Bread)
All your cleaning & paint753-5640
ing needs. Pressure wash.
"
•-4e••• 11"1
ing etc. 759-3463.
TUCKER'S
Lawn Care Service
Mowing. trimming, grass
catching & general lawn
care. 502-759-9609. leave
message

Septic System
Installation
Custom Backhoe
Work
Phone:

(502) 437-4545
') 1

t
121S1c,:f?,

WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks. remodeling. Call
753-2592
WOOD VCR REPAIR
& SATELLITE SALES
Free estimates Authorized
dealer for 18-inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network
Mon Fri, 1-5 30 753-0530

Free Column

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

FREE to good home 9
month old Boxer mix. Neutered Heartworm negative Loving & playful
needs lots of attention'
Call 753-2532
NEEDS a home' 3 year
Heart
Dalmation
old
worm, negative, kids grew
up & dog lonely Needs
love & attention Call
753-2532.
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•Concentrate makes 5.3 gal. ot spray
•Kills over 110 labeled weeds, roots & all
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Our Price

79

MIME

Rebrte 400'

Statessum
umI C49971
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seri menu

2495 .2_01147
Termite Kill II
with Dursban
(..ostains EPA approved

••••

99

Final Cost
••••

me'$6 pet eousehred

Insect & Grub Control
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••

•
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e090-02020

329

Black Top Sealer

mow

Just One Bite Rat
& Mouse Bait
•

.Resists gas & ou spe s
extends pavement We
•Cital tar ernulso

Dursbarott Vise eflectively
lemiges, carpewer
arts I olher eiood-iniesbng
insects

-Contains 5% Diazinon
Treats up to 5,000 sq. ft.
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Professional It in,
Driveway Applicator
soes-ssiss• 4.91

Regostered trademark of
Do* Eliseo:,
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MID

Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-12

1299

50 It.
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Joe ant 4,
1 dot
•Aloalsiral ingredients
Oore meat than most !yowl
non Innis
Everyday Low Prce,

401b
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Mao evoked*
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4995

Your
Choice 619

MEM

•IMM
MEM

•100 24450

MOM

9 ga. 11 ga. 14 ga.
e07"

Galvanized Smooth Brace Wire

110gal.
Tube:Top Stock Tank
.22 ga galvanized steel side wail
.20 gal double -locked soldered
seam bottom
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International Model S-12
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Fieldmaster Model #500-1
•110-120v, charges up to 15 miles or fence
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.65 u battery operated charges up
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NO EQUITY REQUIRED
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$10,000- $1 10/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo

0500 36846

Bag

••=ii

IBM;

Sales Dates: Aug.26 - Sept. 5

•
uozis
lb. Bag
99 ,)rilt:tell.1*.0

•50036842
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EMS

Cat Dinner.
25

10 ft. Feed Bunk
8995 .
lift. Feed Bunk

*arm&

Contains klieRfa)
el"'
31% Protein
=MI

MI=

ease

Nuggets Dog Food

401 N. zirli St.

CONSOLIDATE

4. •••1.
Arui`•if#464

•

762-0000

BILLS?
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Give Ronme A Call

TOO
MANY
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11
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Open

Polyethylene trough won't rust or corrode'

D

`BIG

Specializing In
Dean & General
Tires
*New & Used*

iM••

stursaufix
2995
.

MI=

6 Ft. Steel
"T" Post

4s,
/4.•A
'

Shoulder Seed Sower
si.l[Oon 'art gni: adiolaDie‘
Voider strait
lasIng meal rats
riesrv sewn tope,

151/2 ga, Motto High-Tensile
Barbed Wire
0081 17090

2399

IMMO

1.99
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Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

BIODEGRADABLE,
0102 00998

Palle fleas & other soll-surface Insects

a102•37289

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licenses, insured. Estmate available.
759-4690.

2299

•

436-2102

Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night.
753-5484.

Grass & Weed Killer

N.,.111()NIVIDE

1-800-819-7010
corn
www nationwidelending (A4
614

STOP BY OUR NEW LOCATION AT:
1110 East Sycamore • 753-1423

•••

(Across from Calloway County Animal Shelter
thresmsr

.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT_ My sister had a
blood clot in her leg Five months
later, she got clots in her lungs After
12 days in the intensive care unit on a
respirator, she went back to her room,
then she got more clots and died. Her
doctor said it was because she was
overweight, but she wasn't that heavy.
He won't answer my questions or talk
to me at all
DEAR READER. Your sister seems
to have died from a pulmonary
embolism, a blood clot that was carried in the circulation from the leg to
the lungs, where it became wedged
Although this is a serious and sometimes fatal condition, it is treatable.
Some doctors use heparin to prevent
clots from forming in the leg veins;
other physicians may give streptokinase, a drug that dissolves clots once
they have formed.
I think it's odd that the doctor won't
answer your questions. In similar circumstances, I would be more than
willing to explain your sister's condition, because the outcome was disastrous and I think you have a right to
know what happened and why.
Overweight people may have a higher incidence of pulmonary embolism;
however, obesity was not the cause of
her death. She died of a treatable disease.
I could not assess your sister's
treatment without fully reviewing her
records, so I cannot say whether or
not her doctor was negligent. I can,
however, say that his attitude is reprehensible and needs improving. Call
the chief of staff at the hospital at
which your sister was a patient; ask
him or her to help you. This may be an
instance where a little professional
pressure from your doctor's colleagues might produce the answers
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
you need
To give you related inlurmation. I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Blood - Donations &
Disorders " Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156_ Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 30, married
and have a 5-year-old son. We've been
trying for three years to have another
child. After many tests, my doctor put
me on Clomid and progesterone for
four months. I still can't get pregnant.
Now he's suggesting that 1 take
Robitussin cough syrup to get pregnant. Have you ever heard of this?
DEAR READER. It sounds peculiar, but taking Robitussin under the
guidance of a doctor can help some
women become pregnant. The cough
mixture contains guaifenesin, a substance that thins mucus. If your cervical canal secretes mucus that is so
thick that it prevents penetration by
sperm, Robitussin can reduce mucous
viscosity and permit fertilization to
take place. Please don't become
alarmed and think, as one of my
patients did, that you could get pregnant just by drinking cough syrup:
there's more to it than that.
1995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D

•

DEAR ABBY: I don't know
where the Rev Virginia Anderson
has been the last 10 years or so. She
claims the problem of rest rooms
where spouses of people with handicaps are allowed in to help them
has never been addressed. I assure
you it has. I travel all over the United States and Canada, and many
cities have men's rest rooms,
women's rest rooms and family rest
rooms in their shopping complexes.
The malls in my home state of Minnesota have them.
Another thing, Abby: In your
answer you said,"By the age of6 or
7, your grandson should be able to
use a public rest room without
assistante." That may be so, but
young children are defenseless
against being molested. Predators
are looking for children that age
who are alone. By the time the
opposite sex parent finds out, it's
too late. Please think again. I
wouldn't even allow a 6- or 7-yearold child to go into a rest room alone
in a small town.
INTERESTED BYSTANDER
DEAR INTERESTED BYSTANDER: I will respond to
your letter in two parts. First, I
apologize for saying that by the
age of 6 or 7 a child should be
able to use a public rest room
without being accompanied by
an adult. I didn't consider the
possibility that the child could
be in danger of being molested.
As to the first part of your
letter about rest rooms that
are accessible to handicapped
people, please read on for a
sample of the mail I've received
on that subject:

people choose to remain clueless
about the needs of the disabled. I'm
sure there are other people, however, who remain at home rather than
face this situation. Wheelchairaccessible, unisex rest rooms in
public places would enable these
people to go out and enjoy the world
again.
CAROLYN CLARK,
STATEN ISLAND, N.Y
DEAR CAROLYN: Although
handicapped -accessible rest
rooms have been mandated in
many places, they are often
located in gender-specific rest
rooms, which makes them difficult to use if there is a caregiver
of the opposite sex involved. I
think the idea of unisex family
rest rooms is an excellent one.
Read on for a letter I'm sure
you'll find of interest:
DEAR ABBY: I have been working diligently on getting legislation
passed to force all public facilities
in the state of Florida to have
accessible gender-neutral rest room
facilities.
State Rep. Suzanne Jacobs of
Delray Beach, Fla., agrees with me,
and is planning to introduce a bill
in the Florida House next session to
mandate such facilities.
U.S. Congressman Mark Foley
has also agreed to support the bill,
and I have received positive
responses from other state and federal officials.
Any support you and your readers can give toward this worthy
cause would be greatly appreciated.
FRED 1CROLL,
BOYNTON BEACH,FLA.

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of a group
of men unloading hay at Ellis Popcorn Company in Murray. The 323
bales of hay, weighing 46 pounds
each, were donated by the community of Blackshear. Ga., because
of the drought conditions in Calloway County. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Scott Wilson.
Julia Bazzell, 1988 graduate of
Murray High School and Jennifer
Geurin, 1988 graduate of Calloway
County High School, were presented scholarships by the Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International.
Twenty years ago
Two Murray State University historic buildings, Oakhurst and
Wrather Hall, were entered on the
National Register of Historic Places
by the Kentucky Historic Preservation Review Board.
Frank Gilliam, son of Willie B.
Farless of Murray, was one of 10
Outstanding Youth Kentuckians
honored by the Kentucky Jaycees,
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
and Kentucky Fair Board.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Winchester were married 50 years Aug.
4.
Thirty years ago
Mary Jane Littleton of Murray
is a delegate to the Democratic
National Convention being held
this week in Chicago, Ill. She is
director of the First District Democratic Women's Club.
Sandra Stark, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Stark, won hon-

ors at the Kentucky State Fair
when her Holstein calf was named
as All Kentucky Calf. Her animal
will be an official entry in the
Junior All-American.
Army Major William H. Allbritten received the Bronze Star Medal
during ceremonies near Saigon.
Vietnam.
Forty years ago
Sixty names were drawn from
the jury wheel by the Honorable
Earl Osborne. judge of Calloway
County Circuit Court. A jury will
be selected from these names to
serve during the September term
of Circuit Court.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Liles. a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Burkeen. a girl
. da)nu
)h()nft(H
. and Manrsci Lmurcsi.anJ(L
girlMtro
to
Mr.
son, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Anderson.
Fifty years ago
About 250 4-H club members
from 12 counties are attending the
Purchase-Tradewater 4-H Camp at
Murray State College. The girls
are at Wells Hall and the boys at
Ordway Hall.
W.B. Moser, principal at Murray High School. has been named
vice president of the First District
of the Kentucky Congress of Parent-Teacher Association.
The temperature in Murray today
at noon was 98 degrees, on Aug.
24 was 99 degrees, and on Aug.
23 was 100 degrees, according to
local weather officials.

DEAR ABBY: I am disabled, and
my husband is my primary care
provider. When we go out for an
entire day, or travel by air, there
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39 Prosecutor
(abbr.)
40 Tennis stroke
42 Letter of
alphabet
44 Lubricated
46 Biblical name
48 Baltic or
Arabian
50 Simple
51 Singing
syllable
53 Revive
55 Swimming
58 Little Red —
Hood
61 Chinese
philosophy
62 Praise
64 Recent
(pref 1
65 Cut of meat
66 Concerning
67 Car in an
oldies song
DOWN
1 Seabird
2 — Peeples
3 Fall over
4 Bloodcurdling

Answer to Previous Puzzle

GASTR I CUR A
HATS
E WS
S OHO MEA
DL
SOAK
THUD
ARID
UN
PAIN
WB
FOAM
O UI
CDEF
O LDE
L LECREAMER

TODAY IN HISTORY
Today is Tuesday. Aug. 25. the
237th day of 1998. There are 1 /8
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 25, 1944. during World
War II, Paris was liberated by
Allied forces after four years of
Nazi occupation.
In 1718. hundreds of French
colonists arrived in Louisiana. a, ith
some settling in present-day New
Orleans,
In 1825, Uruguay declared its
independence from Brazil.
In 1875. Capt. Matthew Webb
became the first person to swim
across the English Channel, traveling from Dover, England. to
Calais. France. in 22 hours.
In 1916. the National Park Service was established within the
Department of the Interior.
In 1921. the United States signed
a peace treaty with Germany
In 1943. U.S. forces overran New
Georgia in the Solomon Islands
during World War II.
In 1950, President Truman
ordered the Army to seize control
of the nation's railroads to avert
a strike.
In 1985. Samantha Smith. the
schoolgirl whose letter to Yuri V.
Andropov led to her famous peace
tour of the Soviet Union. was
killed with her father in a plane
crash in Maine.
One year ago: The tobacco industry agreed to an S11.3 billion settlement with the state of Florida.
Dow Corning Corp. offered 52.4
billion to settle claims from more
than 200.000 women v.ith illnesses related to silicone breast
implants.
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Polls show support for censure
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Daley to appeal
high court ruling
WASHINGTON (AP) — Commerce Secretary William Daley says
he will appeal a court decision
invalidating the Census Bureau's
plans to use statistical sampling
in the 2000 census.
Daley said sampling offered the
best w ay to ensure an accurate
and fair census.
A federal court invalidated the
statistical sampling plan Monday,
rejecting the Clinton administration's proposal for a modern update
of the one-h -one count the founding fathers envisioned. Democratic-led supporters of sampling say
the method is needed to correct
the undercounting of minorities.
"What is at stake here is the
ability of the Census Bureau to
use the most modern scientific
methods to ensure an accurate and
fair census." Daley said.
The Census Bureau estimates 4
million people w ere overlooked in
the 1990 count.
Opponents of sampling said the
Census Bureau should not spend
an more money planning for a
count that included sampling. Daley
said the bureau would continue its
two-track planning for running the
count with sampling and without
it
The unanimous decision is a
tremendous victory for every American." House Speaker Newt Gingrich. R-Ga.. said. "The Clinton
administration's illegal and unconstitutional scheme to manipulate our
census for the express purposes

WASHINGTON (AP) — Peo
pie like President Clinton's performance on the job and they don't
want him impeached because of
the Monica Lew insky affair, polls
suggest. But many say they think
Congress should formally scold
him.
In an ABC News poll released
Monday, 55 percent of those polled
thought Clinton should be censured or reprimanded, while 40
percent opposed that step. A
CNN/USA Today/Gallup poll said
41 percent favored a congressional resolution disapproving of the
president's behavior, while 24 percent favored impeachment and 32
percent favored taking no formal
action.
In a Newsweek poll taken Thurs-

dm and Friday. people were divided about whether Congress should
censure or reprimand the president, with 45 percent supporting
such a step.
The president's job approval rating remained above 60 percent in
all three polls.
The public has two views of
the president. as reflected in the
polls, supporting his job performance but not finding him trustworthy
about personal matters.
While two-thirds in the ABC
poll said Clinton was not trustworthy personally, the same number said they trust him to handle
the nation's business. Half of those
polled said they thought he was
at least as trustworthy as most recent

presidents. while 46 percent said erage as "excellent" or -good."
he was less honest. And 65 per- compared with 36 percent who
cent said a president who does gave the coverage the same ratnot provide good moral leadership ing in January, soon after the story
broke.
can still he a good president.
The ABC News poll of 760
The Gallup poll suggested that
two-thirds approved of Clinton's adults taken Sunday had a mardealings with Congress and on gin of error of plus or minus 3.5
foreign affairs, while four out of percentage points. The CNN poll
five liked his handling of the econ- of 1,317 adults taken Friday through
omy. Only 50 percent had confi- Sunday had a sampling error of
dence in his dealing with issues plus or minus 3 percentage points.
The Newsweek survey of 751
concerning families.
And the media are getting bet- adults taken Thursday and Friday
ter marks for their work on the had a margin of error of 4 percentage points.
controversy.
The Media Studies Center surThe Media Studies Center in
New York released a survey that vey of 1,010 people taken between
asked people's views about cov- Tuesday and Sunday had a samerage of the Clinton-Lewinsky story. pling error of plus or minus 3
Forty-nine percent rated the cov- percentage points.

Democrats blast new GOP hires

of political gain has been exposed."
Under current plans, a head count
done by the traditional method of
mailings and door-to-door surveys
still would be used for 90 percent of the population. Sampling
would be used in part to estimate
the remaining 10 percent, often
minorities and people in inner
cities who tend to be undercounted.
The census has caused controversy in the past, notably in the
years leading up to the Civil War
and in the 1920s. when reapportionment of the House was delayed
for years after massive population
shifts to the cities threatened to
tip the balance of power, said Margo
Anderson, a census historian from
the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
After a lengthy political struggle last year, the White House and
House Republicans agreed the Census Bureau could make preparations this year for the use of sampling in 2000, but that Republicans also would challenge the
method in court.

WASHINGTON(AP)— Though
they applaud Newt Gingrich's
pledge to set a high standard for
any impeachment proceedings,
House Democrats are accusing the
GOP of stacking the process against
President Clinton.
Rep. Henry Hyde, chairman of
the House Judiciary Committee, is
first in the line of fire, two Democratic officials said. Rep. John
Conyers of Michigan, the committee's ranking Democrat, plans
a letter to Hyde this week, complaining that the Illinois Republican has allowed the committee to
hire 14 new GOP aides, while
granting Democrats funds for just
four. The two officials spoke Monday on condition they not be identified by name.

But Republicans on the committee contended that Hyde has
been far more generous overall
than Conyers was when Democrats controlled Congress and he
was chairman of the House Government Reform and Oversight
Committee.
Hyde has granted Democrats 22
At issue is far more than the
of the panel's overall staff
percent
accuracy of sampling in the cencompared with the 7 perslots,
sus held every 10 years: Billions
cent Conyers gave the Republiof dollars in federal funds are allocans as chairman of his panel in
cated on the basis of how many
1993. according to statistics propeople live in each state and city,
by GOP Judiciary Commitvided
and shifts in population can lead
aides late Monday.
tee
to the redrawing of House disConyers'staff argued that 22 pertricts. A boost in the count of
cent for the minority in an invesminorities would help Democrats
normally.

the partisan discord on the comtigation of this magnitude was low,
mittee that is expected to explode
compared to investigations of its
Independent Counsel Kenneth
if
kind conducted by other panels.
issues an obstruction-of-jusStarr
per22
But Republican aides said
on Clinton to the House.
report
tice
cent was high for Democrats on
members expect such
Committee
the Judiciary Committee.
a
September.
in
report
reflects
The numbers dispute

But impeachment hearings might
not occur all, according to House
Speaker Newt Gingrich, unless Starr
submits evidence that Clinton committed crimes beyond any related
to former White House intern Monica Lewinsky.

NEW DEVELOPMENT

NOW SELLING!

Business / Light Industry
1 /4 to 2/2 acre lots
ALL UTILITIES AVAILABLE
Information 753-1362
Lots for Business and Light
Industry in City Limits

YOU CAN'T BUY THIS.

KEEPING AMERICA
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YOUR CHOICE, No. 3 (Staffing)
CHOOSE PEOPLE WHO CARE
Just going home from the hospital makes you feel better, doesn't it?
Being at home gives you more choices and a sense of control and the
freedom.
You have choices even before you leave the hospital and one of those
choices is Holland Medical.
You might choose Holland for our staff of technicians, therapists, nurses and
pharmacists who are on call 24-hours each day. They represent Holland's
commitment to service. That's why we are accredited by the Joint Commission
on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations.
Remember: No matter which hospital you use, or which doctor you see, you
still have a choice for home health equipment.

The first Orscheln store opened in 1960 in
Sedalia, Missouri, putting Orscheln Industries
into the retail business. Orscheln currently
operates a centralized Buyind& Administrative Office,3 Distribution Centers,and over 87
Stores in 7 States. Continued growth and
expansion plans include relocating,expanding, and adding additional stores.
We Carry Many Quality Products For Your Farm
And Home From The Following Departments:
Lawn and Garden • Hardware • Plumbing

Holland is one of your choices.

Electrical • Tires • Automotive • Paint
Farm Supplies • Clothing • Sporting Goods
Pet and Animal Feeds

Your Number One Choice.
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;
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Holland Medical Equipment
PAD UCAH
1914 Broadway • KY 42001
502-442-6311
Toll Free: 1-800-223-4947

certified Blue Cross

(5
MURRAY
905 Arcadia Circle • Ky 42071
502-753-1465
Toll Free: 1-800-227-4125

Blue Shield participating supplier. Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment.

Come by today and get one of our Farm & Ranch catalogs!

ORSCHELr0 FARKIHOME
* Murray, KY • 700A N. 12th St. • 759-8150 • kin -Sat. S-7. Sun. 10-5
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